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In this paper we give a characterization of the notion of entropy
solutions of some ﬂux limited diffusion equations for which we
can prove that the solution is a function of bounded variation in
space and time. This includes the case of the so-called relativistic
heat equation and some generalizations. For them we prove that
the jump set consists of fronts that propagate at the speed given
by Rankine–Hugoniot condition and we give on it a geometric char-
acterization of the entropy conditions. Since entropy solutions are
functions of bounded variation in space once the initial condition
is, to complete the program we study the time regularity of so-
lutions of the relativistic heat equation under some conditions on
the initial datum. An analogous result holds for some other related
equations without additional assumptions on the initial condition.
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1. Introduction
The speed of sound is the highest admissible free velocity in a medium. This property is lost in the
classical transport theory that predicts the nonphysical divergence of the ﬂux with the gradient, as it
happens also with the classical theory of heat conduction (based in Fourier’s law) and with the linear
diffusion theory (based in Fick’s law). To overcome this problem Rosenau [39] proposed to change the
classical ﬂux
F = −ν∇u, ν > 0, (1)
associated with the heat equation (or the Fokker–Plank equation)
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by a ﬂux that saturates as the gradient becomes unbounded. To do that, he associated u and the ﬂux
F through the velocity v deﬁned by the relation F = uv. Together with (1) this gives
v= −ν ∇u
u
. (3)
According to (3), if | ∇uu | ↑ ∞, so will do v. However, the inertia effects impose a macroscopic upper
bound on the allowed free speed, namely, the acoustic speed or light speed c. With this aim, Rosenau
proposed to modify (3) by taking
ν
∇u
u
= −v√
1− |v|2
c2
. (4)
The postulate (4) forces v to stay in the subsonic regime (in the case c is the acoustic speed). The
sonic limit is approached only if | ∇uu | ↑ ∞. Solving (4) for v, we obtain
F = uv= −u∇u√
1+ ( ν|∇u|cu )2
. (5)
Using this new ﬂux (5) in the conservation energy equation, we obtain
ut = ν div
(
u∇u√
u2 + ν2
c2
|∇u|2
)
. (6)
This equation was formally derived by Brenier by means of Monge–Kantorovich’s mass transport the-
ory [17] and he named it as the relativistic heat equation. Working in this context, recently, McCann
and Puel [36] have constructed solutions of the Neumann problem associated with Eq. (6) for bounded
initial data assuming that they are also bounded from below. For that, they followed the strategy in-
troduced by Jordan, Kinderlehrer and Otto [33] to study the Fokker–Plank equation as the gradient
ﬂow of the Boltzmann entropy for the Wasserstein metric corresponding to the cost k(z) = 12 |z|2. In
this formulation, the main feature of the relativistic heat equation is that the time discrete scheme
uses a Wasserstein metric with a discontinuous cost function
k(z) :=
{
c2(1−
√
1− |z|2
c2
) if |z| c,
+∞ if |z| > c.
(7)
As Brenier pointed out in [17], the relativistic heat equation (6) is one among the various ﬂux
limited diffusion equations used in the theory of radiation hydrodynamics [37]. Indeed, a very similar
equation
ut = ν div
(
uDu
u + νc |Du|
)
, (8)
where ν is a constant representing a kinematic viscosity and c the speed of light, was proposed by
J.R. Wilson in an unpublished work and it can be found in [37]. The use of ﬂux limiters is advocated
to enforce the physical restriction that the ﬂux cannot exceed energy density times the speed of light,
that is, the ﬂux cannot violate causality. The basic idea is to modify the diffusion-theory formula for
the ﬂux in a way that it gives the standard result in the high opacity limit, while simulating free
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the ﬂux of the (positive) energy density u is
F = −νu Du
u + νc−1|Du| (9)
whose associated diffusion equation is (8). As suggested in [17], both equations, (8) and (6), are
designed to interpolate between the usual heat equation (when c → ∞) and the diffusion equation
in transparent media (when ν → ∞) with constant speed of propagation c
ut = c div
(
u
Du
|Du|
)
. (10)
Let us mention that many other models of nonlinear degenerate parabolic equations with ﬂux
saturation as the gradient becomes unbounded have been proposed by Rosenau and his coworkers
[22,38,39], Bertsch and Dal Passo [13,14,27], and Blanc [15,16]. See also [28] and the references
therein for the presence of ﬂux limited diffusion equations in different contexts.
The general class of ﬂux limited diffusion equations and the properties of the relativistic heat
equation have been studied in a series of papers [2–4,20]. In [2,3] we developed a theory of existence
and uniqueness of entropy solutions for the Cauchy problem associated to the quasi-linear parabolic
equation
∂u
∂t
= diva(u, Du), (11)
where a(z, ξ) = ∇ξ f (z, ξ) and f :R×RN →R+ is a convex function with linear growth as ‖ξ‖ → ∞
such that ∇ξ f (z, ξ) ∈ C(R× RN ), satisfying other additional assumptions. All these assumptions are
satisﬁed, in particular, by the relativistic heat equation (6), the ﬂux limited diffusion equation (8) and
the so-called plasma equation (see [31])
∂u
∂t
=
(
u5/2ux
1+ u|ux|
)
x
in (0, T ) × (0,1). (12)
To avoid the diﬃculty of the lack of a priori estimates that ensure the compactness in time of so-
lutions of (11), the problem of existence was approached using Crandall–Liggett’s theorem [24]. For
that, we ﬁrst considered the elliptic problem
u − λdiva(u, Du) = w in RN , (13)
where λ > 0, 0  w ∈ L1(RN ) ∩ L∞(RN ), we deﬁned a notion of entropy solution and we proved
existence and uniqueness results for it. The notion of entropy solution permits to prove a uniqueness
result using Kruzhkov’s doubling variables technique [34] (see [18] for an extension to the second
order case), suitably adapted to work with functions whose truncatures are of bounded variation [2,
3], which is the natural functional setting for (13) and (11).
The existence and uniqueness result for (13) permitted us to deﬁne an accretive operator B in
L1(RN ) (whose domain is contained in (L1(RN ) ∩ L∞(RN ))+) generating a nonlinear contraction
semigroup T (t) in that space [12,23,24] so that entropy solutions are obtained as u(t) := T (t)u0 =
limn→∞(I + tn B)−nu0, for u0 ∈ (L1(RN ) ∩ L∞(RN ))+ , the limit being taken in L1(RN ).
The two asymptotic limits of (6) were studied in [5,19]. The limit as ν → ∞ was studied in [5],
where we proved existence and uniqueness of entropy solutions for the diffusion equation in trans-
parent media (10), we gave some explicit solutions with discontinuity fronts moving at light’s speed,
and we proved the convergence of (6) to Eq. (10) when ν → ∞. The asymptotic limit of Eq. (6)
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c → ∞ to the solution u of the classical heat equation
ut = νu (14)
with initial condition u(0, x) = u0(x) [19].
The evolution of the support of solutions of the relativistic heat equation was studied in [4]. By
constructing sub- and super-solutions which are fronts evolving at speed c and using a comparison
principle between entropy solutions and sub- and super-solutions, it was proved in [4] that the sup-
port of solutions evolves at speed c. Using sub-solutions, we also proved the existence of discontinuity
fronts moving at speed c.
Summarizing, the concrete study of the relativistic heat equation (6) and its asymptotic regime (10)
has shown the existence of solutions which have discontinuity fronts moving at the speed c. Moreover,
the explicit solutions of (10) show that u ∈ BV([τ , T ]×RN ) for any 0< τ < T and this is the maximal
global regularity that one can expect for general solutions of those models, and also for the more
general class of ﬂux limited diffusion equations studied in [2,3]. This lack of regularity has lead to the
notion of entropy solution which is quite technical (see Remark 3 in [4] and Section 3.2.2 in [20] for
an explanation of this fact), but is the right notion in order to obtain existence and uniqueness results
for ﬂux limited diffusion equations and to study the qualitative behavior of the models described
above.
The main purpose of this paper is to give a characterization of the notion of entropy solutions
of some ﬂux limited diffusion equations for which we can prove that the solution is a function of
bounded variation in space and time. This includes the case of the so-called relativistic heat equation
(6) and its generalization
ut = ν div
(
um∇u√
u2 + ν2
c2
|∇u|2
)
, (15)
where m 1.
Assuming that the entropy solution u is in BV loc((0, T ) × RN ), we compute in Section 6, Propo-
sition 6.8, the Rankine–Hugoniot condition on the jump set of u. The Rankine–Hugoniot condition
gives the speed of the moving discontinuity fronts of u. Then, in Sections 7 and 8, we give a sim-
pler characterization of the entropy conditions as formulated in [20] as a set of inequalities which
have a more geometric interpretation on the jump set of u. This is the object of the main results of
the paper, namely, Propositions 7.1 and 8.1. In particular, for a solution u of (15), they contain the
information that jump discontinuities of u are moving fronts with a vertical contact angle. Together
with the Rankine–Hugoniot condition, this permits a full speciﬁcation of the velocity v of the moving
discontinuity fronts of the solution u of (15):
v = c (u
+)m − (u−)m
u+ − u− ,
where u+ and u− are the upper and lower limits at both sides of the jump set of u (see Section 2 for
a precise deﬁnition). When m = 1, this gives the well-known velocity v = c [4].
Since entropy solutions are functions of bounded variation in space once the initial condition is,
to prove that u ∈ BV loc((0, T ) ×RN ) we study the time regularity of solutions of (15) for m 1. This
is the object of Section 4 and its main result, Proposition 4.2. Our approach is based on the use of
semigroup theory. Since the operator in the right-hand side of (15) is homogeneous of degree m,
when m > 1 we use the homogeneity estimate of Bénilan and Crandall [10] to get that ut is a ﬁnite
Radon measure in (0, T ) ×RN for any u0 ∈ (L1(RN ) ∩ L∞(RN ))+ . When m = 1 our approach is based
on the basic result of semigroup theory ensuring that if the initial condition u0 is in the domain of B
(see Section 3.2.2), then ‖ut(t)‖1  ‖Bu0‖1 [24]. To use this result we give in Lemma 4.1 a set of
conditions on u0 that guarantee that u0 can be approximated by u0n ∈ (L1(RN ) ∩ L∞(RN ))+ in the
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of (15) with m = 1 and un(0) = u0n , then ‖unt(t)‖1  ‖Bu0n‖1 for any n  1 and any t > 0. Letting
n → ∞ we deduce that ut(t) is a Radon measure for any t > 0. Essentially, the conditions for u0 say
that u0 is in W 1,∞ ∩ W 2,1 away from its jump set, formed by a set of smooth (C2,1) hypersurfaces,
and satisﬁes some other conditions (see Lemma 4.1).
Some partial regularity results for the time derivative of solutions of the relativistic heat equation
(6) were proved in [6]. In that paper, we proved that ut is a ﬁnite Radon measure in (0, T ) × RN
assuming that the initial data u0 ∈ L1(RN ) ∩ L∞(RN ) is bounded away from zero in its support Ω ,
a domain of class C2,1, and is in W 1,∞(Ω) ∩ W 2,1(Ω) [6]. In particular, we had that u ∈ BV((0, T ) ×
R
N ). Thus, the results in Section 4 of the present paper represent an extension of those in [6] to
a more general class of initial data u0 ∈ L1(RN ) ∩ L∞(RN ). Moreover, if Ω is convex and u0 is log-
concave there, then the entropy solution of (6) is smooth and log-concave in Ω(t) := Ω ⊕ B(0, ct)
(the Minkowsky sum of both sets) and the front evolves with a vertical contact angle at the boundary
of Ω(t) [6]. In that case, we were also able to give a simpler characterization of entropy solutions of
(6) in terms of the vertical contact angle on the jump discontinuity set [6].
Let us explain the plan of the paper. In Section 2 we recall some basic notions on functions of
bounded variation, on energy functionals deﬁned on them, and a generalized Green’s formula. In
Section 3 we deﬁne the notion of entropy solution for ﬂux limited diffusion equations (11) and we
recall its basic existence and uniqueness result, particularizing it for (15). In Section 4 we study the
time regularity of solutions of (15) for any m  1. We prove that if m = 1 and u0 satisﬁes some
regularity conditions that amount to say that u0 is in the domain of the elliptic operator associated to
Eq. (6), then ut is a Radon measure in (0, T )×RN . The corresponding result when m > 1 follows from
the homogeneity of degree m 
= 1 of the operator in the right-hand side of (15). In order to prepare
the proof of the Rankine–Hugoniot condition and our analysis of the entropy conditions, we recall
in Section 5 the basic calculus for bounded vector ﬁelds whose divergence is a Radon measure and
the corresponding Green’s formula when integrating against BV functions. In Section 6 we prove the
Rankine–Hugoniot condition satisﬁed by solutions of (6), stating the result in a more general context.
In Section 7 we give a characterization of the entropy conditions for (15) describing their Cantor part
and the conditions on the jump set of the solution. Finally, in Section 8 we study the meaning of the
entropy conditions on the jump set in terms of a vertical contact angle condition at places where the
solution is positive and we compute the velocity law of the discontinuity fronts. The last two sections
contain the main results of the paper.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Functions of bounded variation
Let us start with some notation. We denote by LN and HN−1 the N-dimensional Lebesgue measure
and the (N − 1)-dimensional Hausdorff measure in RN , respectively. Given an open set Ω in RN we
shall denote by D(Ω), or C∞0 (Ω), the space of inﬁnitely differentiable functions with compact support
in Ω . We denote by D′(Ω) the space of distributions in Ω . Recall that a Radon measure in Ω is a
real or vector valued Borel measure in Ω which is ﬁnite on the compact sets [1]. A Radon measure
μ deﬁned on the Borel sets of Ω with values in Rm , m 1, is called a ﬁnite Radon measure [1]. We
denote M(Ω,Rm) the Banach space of ﬁnite Radon measure in Ω with values in Rm with the norm
given by its total variation. We denote M(Ω) = M(Ω,R).
Due to the linear growth condition on the Lagrangian, the natural energy space to study (11) is
the space of functions of bounded variation. We brieﬂy recall some facts about functions of bounded
variation (for further information about them we refer to [1,32] or [40]).
Let us recall that the natural energy space to study the problems we are interested in is the space
of functions of bounded variation. Recall that if Ω is an open subset of RN , a function u ∈ L1(Ω)
whose gradient Du in the sense of distributions is a vector valued Radon measure with ﬁnite total
variation in Ω is called a function of bounded variation. The class of such functions will be denoted by
BV(Ω). The total variation of Du on Ω turns out to be
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{∫
Ω
u div z dx: z ∈ C∞0
(
Ω;RN), ∣∣z(x)∣∣ 1 ∀x ∈ Ω}, (16)
where for a vector v = (v1, . . . , vN ) ∈RN we set |v|2 :=∑Ni=1 v2i , and will be denoted by |Du|(Ω) or
by
∫
Ω
|Du|. The map u → |Du|(Ω) is L1loc(Ω)-lower semi-continuous.
A measurable set E ⊆ Ω is said to be of ﬁnite perimeter in Ω if χE ∈ BV(Ω). The perimeter of E
in Ω is deﬁned as P (E,Ω) := |DχE |(Ω). If Ω =RN , we just say that E is of ﬁnite perimeter and we
denote P (E) := P (E,RN ). For sets of ﬁnite perimeter E one can deﬁne the essential boundary ∂∗E
which is countably (N − 1)-rectiﬁable with ﬁnite HN−1 measure and compute the outer unit normal,
denote by ν E (x) at HN−1-almost all points of ∂∗E . Moreover |DχE | coincides with the restriction of
HN−1 to ∂∗E .
For u ∈ BV(Ω), the gradient Du is a Radon measure that decomposes into its absolutely continuous
and singular parts Du = Dacu+ Dsu. Then Dacu = ∇uLN where ∇u is the Radon–Nikodym derivative
of the measure Du with respect to the Lebesgue measure LN . Let us denote by Dsu = −−→Dsu|Dsu| the
polar decomposition of Dsu, where |Dsu| is the total variation measure of Dsu. We also split Dsu in
two parts: the jump part D ju and the Cantor part Dcu.
We say that u is approximately continuous at the point x ∈ Ω if there exists u˜(x) ∈R such that
lim
r↓0
1
LN(Br(x))
∫
Br(x)
∣∣u(y) − u˜(x)∣∣dy = 0,
the value u˜(x) is called the approximated limit of u at x. We denote by Su the set of all x ∈ Ω such
that u is not approximately continuous at x. Su is a Borel set [1, Proposition 3.64]. We say that x ∈ Ω
is an approximate jump point of u if there exist u+(x) 
= u−(x) ∈R and νu(x) ∈ SN−1 such that
lim
ρ↓0
1
LN(B+ρ (x, νu(x)))
∫
B+ρ (x,νu(x))
∣∣u(y) − u+(x)∣∣dy = 0,
lim
ρ↓0
1
LN(B−ρ (x, νu(x)))
∫
B−ρ (x,νu(x))
∣∣u(y) − u−(x)∣∣dy = 0,
where
B+ρ
(
x, νu(x)
)= {y ∈ Bρ(x): 〈y − x, νu(x)〉> 0}
and
B−ρ
(
x, νu(x)
)= {y ∈ Bρ(x): 〈y − x, νu(x)〉< 0}.
We ﬁx the notation and assume that u+(x) > u−(x).
We denote by Ju the set of approximate jump points of u. Ju is a Borel subset of Su and
HN−1(Su \ Ju) = 0 [1, Proposition 3.69]. We have
D ju = Dsu Ju and Dcu = Dsu (Ω \ Su).
It is well known (see for instance [1]) that
D ju = (u+ − u−)νuHN−1 Ju .
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derivative of Du with respect to its total variation |Du|.
If x is a Lebesgue point of u, then u+(x) = u−(x) for any choice of the normal vector and we
say that x is an approximate continuity point of u. We deﬁne the approximate limit of u by u˜(x) =
u+(x) = u−(x).
For further information concerning functions of bounded variation we refer to [1,32] or [40].
2.2. Functions whose truncatures are in BV
We need to consider the following truncature functions. For a < b, let Ta,b(r) := max(min(b, r),a).
We also consider truncature functions of the form T la,b(r) := Ta,b(r) − l (l ∈R). We denote
Tr := {Ta,b: 0< a < b},
T + := {T la,b: 0 < a < b, l ∈R, T la,b  0}.
We denote by P the set
P := {p : [0,+∞[ →R: p ∈ W 1,∞([0,∞)), p′(s) = 0 for s large enough}
and
P+ := {p ∈ P: p  0}.
Given any function u and a,b ∈R we shall use the notation [u  a] = {x ∈RN : u(x) a}, [a u 
b] = {x ∈RN : a u(x) b}, and similarly for the sets [u > a], [u  a], [u < a], etc.
We need to consider the function space
TBV+r
(
R
N) := {u ∈ L1(RN)+: T aa,b(u) ∈ BV(RN), ∀Ta,b ∈ Tr},
and to give a sense to the Radon–Nikodym derivative (with respect to the Lebesgue measure) ∇u of
Du for a function u ∈ TBV+r (RN ). Using chain’s rule for BV-functions (see for instance [1,30]), with a
similar proof to the one given in Lemma 2.1 of [11], we obtain the following result.
Lemma 2.1. For every u ∈ TBV+r (RN ) there exists a unique measurable function v :RN →RN such that
∇Ta,b(u) = vχ[a<u<b] LN-a.e., ∀Ta,b ∈ Tr . (17)
Thanks to this result we deﬁne ∇u for a function u ∈ TBV+(RN ) as the unique function v which
satisﬁes (17). This notation will be used throughout in the sequel.
Lemma 2.2. If u ∈ TBV+r (RN ), then p(u) ∈ BV(RN ) for every p ∈ P such that there exists a > 0with p(r) = 0
for all 0 r  a. Moreover, we have ∇p(u) = p′(u)∇u LN-a.e.
By a direct application of Lemma 2.2, we have:
Lemma 2.3. Let S, T ∈ P . Then ST , J T ′ S , J T S ′ ∈ P , where for any function q, Jq(r) denotes the primitive of q,
i.e., Jq(r) =
∫ r
0 q(s)ds. If one of the functions S, T is such that it vanishes in [0,a] for some a > 0, then this also
holds for ST , J T ′ S , J T S ′ . Therefore if u ∈ TBV+r (RN ), then ST (u), J T ′ S (u), J T S ′(u) ∈ BV(RN ) if there exists
a > 0 with p(r) = 0 for all 0 r  a for p = S or T . Moreover, we have
D
(
S(u)T (u)
)= D JT ′ S(u) + D JT S ′(u). (18)
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We shall need several results from [9] in order to give a sense to the integrals of bounded vector
ﬁelds with divergence in Lp integrated with respect to the gradient of a BV function. Assume that Ω
is an open bounded set of RN with Lipschitz continuous boundary. Let p  1 and p′  1 be such that
1
p + 1p′ = 1. Following [9], let
Xp(Ω) =
{
z ∈ L∞(Ω,RN): div(z) ∈ Lp(Ω)}. (19)
If z ∈ Xp(Ω) and w ∈ BV(Ω) ∩ Lp′(Ω) we deﬁne the functional (z · Dw) :C∞0 (Ω) →R by the formula
〈
(z · Dw),ϕ〉 := −∫
Ω
wϕ div(z)dx−
∫
Ω
wz · ∇ϕ dx. (20)
Then (z · Dw) is a Radon measure in Ω and
∫
Ω
(z · Dw) =
∫
Ω
z · ∇w dx ∀w ∈ W 1,1(Ω) ∩ L∞(Ω). (21)
The weak trace on ∂Ω of the normal component of z ∈ Xp(Ω) is deﬁned in [9]. More precisely, it
is proved that there exists a linear operator γ : Xp(Ω) → L∞(∂Ω) such that
∥∥γ (z)∥∥∞  ‖z‖∞,
γ (z)(x) = z(x) · ν(x) for all x ∈ ∂Ω if z ∈ C1(Ω,RN).
We shall denote γ (z)(x) by [z · ν](x). Moreover, the following Green’s formula, relating the function
[z · ν] and the measure (z · Dw), for z ∈ Xp(Ω) and w ∈ BV(Ω) ∩ Lp′(Ω), is proved
∫
Ω
w div(z)dx+
∫
Ω
(z · Dw) =
∫
∂Ω
[z · ν]w dHN−1. (22)
If Ω =RN , the Green formula is
∫
RN
w div(z)dx+
∫
RN
(z · Dw) = 0. (23)
2.4. Functionals deﬁned on BV
Let Ω be an open subset of RN . Let g :Ω ×R×RN → [0,∞[ be a Borel function such that
C(x)|ξ | − D(x) g(x, z, ξ) M ′(x) + M|ξ | (24)
for any (x, z, ξ) ∈ Ω ×R×RN , |z| R , where M is a positive constant and C, D,M ′  0 are bounded
Borel functions which may depend on R . Assume that C, D,M ′ ∈ L1(Ω). Notice that |z| denotes the
absolute value of z ∈R and |ξ | denotes the Euclidean norm of ξ ∈RN .
Following Dal Maso [26] we consider the following functional for u ∈ BV(Ω) ∩ L∞(Ω):
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∫
Ω
g
(
x,u(x),∇u(x))dx+ ∫
Ω
g0
(
x, u˜(x),
Du
|Du| (x)
)∣∣Dcu∣∣
+
∫
Ju
( u+(x)∫
u−(x)
g0
(
x, s, νu(x)
)
ds
)
dHN−1(x), (25)
where the recession function g0 of g is deﬁned by
g0(x, z, ξ) = lim
t→0+
tg
(
x, z,
ξ
t
)
(26)
and is convex and homogeneous of degree 1 in ξ , and u˜ is the approximated limit of u [1].
In case that Ω is a bounded set, and under standard continuity and coercivity assumptions,
Dal Maso proved in [26] that Rg(u) is L1-lower semi-continuous for u ∈ BV(Ω). Recently, De Cicco,
Fusco, and Verde [29] have obtained a very general result about the L1-lower semi-continuity of Rg
in BV(RN ).
Assume that g :R×RN → [0,∞[ is a Borel function such that
C |ξ | − D  g(z, ξ) M(1+ |ξ |) ∀(z, ξ) ∈RN , |z| R, (27)
for some constants C, D,M  0 which may depend on R . Given a function u ∈ BV(RN ) ∩ L∞(RN ), we
deﬁne the Radon measure g(u, Du) in RN by
〈
g(u, Du),φ
〉 := Rφg(u), φ ∈ Cc(RN)+. (28)
If φ ∈ Cc(RN ), we write φ = φ+ − φ− with φ+ = max(φ,0), φ− = −min(φ,0), and we deﬁne
〈g(u, Du),φ〉 := Rφ+ g(u) −Rφ−g(u).
Let us observe that if g0(z, ξ) = ϕ(z)ψ0(ξ), where ϕ is Lipschitz continuous and ψ0 is a homoge-
neous function of degree 1, by applying the chain rule for BV-functions (see [1]), we have
Rφg(u) =
∫
RN
φ(x)g(u,∇u)dx+
∫
RN
φ(x)ψ0
(
Du
|Du|
)∣∣Ds Jϕ(u)∣∣. (29)
In this case we have
g(u, Du)s = ψ0
(
Du
|Du|
)∣∣Ds Jϕ(u)∣∣. (30)
3. The notion of entropy solution
The main purpose of [2,3] was the study of parabolic equations of the form
∂u
∂t
= diva(u, Du), (31)
where a(z, ξ) := ∇ξ f (z, ξ) and f :R×RN →R+ satisﬁes:
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satisﬁes the linear growth condition
C0(z)|ξ | − D0(z) f (z, ξ) M0(z)
(|ξ | + 1) (32)
for any (z, ξ) ∈R×RN , where C0, D0, M0 are non-negative and continuous functions such that
C0(z) > 0 for any z 
= 0,
together with other assumptions (H2)–(H7) described in [2,3].
For the generalized relativistic heat equation (15) the function
f (z, ξ) = c
2
ν
|z|m
√
z2 + ν
2
c2
|ξ |2 (33)
satisﬁes all the assumptions (H1)–(H7) that permit to prove existence and uniqueness of entropy
solutions (see [2,3]). In this case
a(z, ξ) = ν |z|
mξ√
z2 + ν2
c2
|ξ |2
. (34)
The function
h(z, ξ) = a(z, ξ) · ξ = ν |z|
m|ξ |2√
z2 + ν2
c2
|ξ |2
(35)
also plays a role in the study of (6). Observe that
h0(z, ξ) = f 0(z, ξ) = ϕ(z)ψ0(ξ) with ϕ(z) = c|z|m, ψ0(ξ) = |ξ |, z ∈R, ξ ∈RN .
Remark 3.1. Another example is given by the Lagrangian
f (z, ξ) := c|z|m
(
|ξ | − c|z|
ν
log
(
1+ ν
c|z| |ξ |
))
which appears in the theory of radiation hydrodynamics [37]. In this case a(z, ξ) = ν |z|mξ|z|+ νc |ξ | .
3.1. A functional calculus
3.1.1. Preparation of the functional calculus
Let g :R × RN → [0,∞[ be a Borel function satisfying (27). Observe that both functions f , h
deﬁned in (33), (35) satisfy (27).
Assume that
χ[ua]
(
g
(
x,u(x),0
)− g(x,a,0)),χ[ub](g(x,u(x),0)− g(x,b,0)) ∈ L1(RN)
for any u ∈ L1(RN )+ . Let u ∈ TBV+r (RN ) ∩ L∞(RN ) and T = Ta,b ∈ Tr . For each φ ∈ Cc(RN ), φ  0, we
deﬁne
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(
Ta,b(u)
)+ ∫
[ua]
φ(x)
(
g
(
u(x),0
)− g(a,0))dx
+
∫
[ub]
φ(x)
(
g
(
u(x),0
)− g(b,0))dx. (36)
If φ ∈ Cc(RN ), we deﬁne R(φg, T )(u) := R(φ+g, T )(u) −R(φ−g, T )(u).
Observe that, with this notation, we have R(φg, T )(u) = R(φg, Ta,b)(u). Moreover, if u ∈
W 1,1(RN ), we get
R(φg, T )(u) =
∫
RN
φ(x)g
(
u(x),∇T (u(x)))dx. (37)
We recall that, if g(z, ξ) is continuous in (z, ξ), convex in ξ for any z ∈ R, and φ ∈ C1(RN ) has
compact support, then we have that R(φg, T ) is lower semi-continuous in TBV+(RN ) with respect to
L1(RN )-convergence [29]. We shall not need this here, but this property is used to prove the existence
part of Theorem 3.3.
For u ∈ TBV+r (RN ) ∩ L∞(RN ) and T ∈ Tr , we deﬁne the Radon measure g(u, DT (u)) in RN by
〈
g
(
u, DT (u)
)
, φ
〉 := R(φg, T )(u) ∀φ ∈ Cc(RN). (38)
3.1.2. A functional calculus
Let us deﬁne the functional calculus. We follow [20] and notice that it represents an extension of
the functional calculus in [2,3] where only test functions in T + are considered. Let S ∈ C([0,∞)) and
p ∈ P ∩ C1([0,∞)). We denote
f S:p(z, ξ) = S(z)p′(z) f (z, ξ), hS:p(z, ξ) = S(z)p′(z)h(z, ξ).
If Sp′  0, then the function f S:p(z, ξ) satisﬁes the assumptions implying the lower semi-continuity
of the associated energy functionals [29].
Assume that p(r) = p(Ta,b(r)), 0 < a < b. We assume that u ∈ TBV+r (RN ) and
χ[ua]S(u)
(
f
(
u(x),0
)− f (a,0)),χ[ub]S(u)( f (u(x),0)− f (b,0)) ∈ L1(RN).
Since h(z,0) = 0, the last assumption holds for h.
We denote by
f S:p
(
u, DTa,b(u)
)
, hS:p
(
u, DTa,b(u)
)
the Radon measures deﬁned by (38) with g(z, ξ) = f S:p(z, ξ), and g(z, ξ) = hS:p(z, ξ), respectively.
As in [20] we notice that the above deﬁnitions may be extended to any p ∈ P such that p(r) =
p˜(Ta,b(r)) and p˜ is differentiable in a neighborhood of [a,b] (frequently we shall forget the distinction
between p and p˜). In particular, if we take T (r) = Ta,b(r) + c, 0  a < b, c ∈ R, then we may write
T (u) = p˜(Ta,b(u)) where p˜ ∈ P is given by p˜(r) = r + c for any r ∈ [a,b]. In that case, let
f S(z, ξ) = S(z) f (z, ξ), hS(z, ξ) = S(z)h(z, ξ) ∀z ∈ [a,b], ∀ξ ∈RN ,
and deﬁne f S (u, DT (u)) := f S(u, DTa,b(u)) and hS(u, DT (u)) := hS(u, DTa,b(u)). Notice that, when
S ∈ T + , f S (u, DT (u)) and hS(u, DT (u)) coincide with the deﬁnitions in [2,3].
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hS
(
u, DT (u)
)= hS(Ta,b(u), DT (u))= hS(Ta,b(u), DTa,b(u)). (39)
Let S ∈ C([0,∞)) and p ∈ P such that p(r) = p˜(Ta,b(r)) and p˜ is differentiable in a neighbor-
hood of [a,b]. Let ε = +1 if Sp′  0 and ε = −1 if Sp′  0. Taking this and (30) into account, and
considering only the cases Sp′  0 or Sp′  0, we have
(
f S:p
(
u, DTa,b(u)
))s = ( f S:p(Ta,b(u), DTa,b(u)))s
= εψ0
(
DTa,b(u)
|DTa,b(u)|
)∣∣Ds J Sp′ϕ(Ta,b(u))∣∣. (40)
Similarly, we have
(
hS:p
(
u, DTa,b(u)
))s = (hS:p(Ta,b(u), DTa,b(u)))s
= εψ0
(
DTa,b(u)
|DTa,b(u)|
)∣∣Ds J Sp′ϕ(Ta,b(u))∣∣. (41)
Note that both singular parts are identical. By the representation formulas in Section 2.4, the abso-
lutely continuous part of hS:p(u, DTa,b(u)) is S(u)p′(u)h(u,∇Ta,b(u)). Similar identities are true when
S = 1.
Moreover, observe that in the particular case of the generalized relativistic heat equation (15)
h0(z, ξ) = ϕ(z)ψ0(ξ) with ϕ(z) = c|z|m and ψ0(ξ) = |ξ |. Then, by (30), we have
(
hS
(
u, DT (u)
))s = (hS(u, DTa,b(u)))s = ∣∣Ds J Sϕ(Ta,b(u))∣∣ if S ∈ T +. (42)
By the representation formulas in Section 2.4, if u ∈ TBV+r (RN ), the absolutely continuous part of
hS (u, DT (u)) is
(
hS
(
u, DT (u)
))ac = ν S(u)um|∇T (u)|2√
u2 + ν2
c2
|∇T (u)|2
.
Consequently,
hS
(
u, DT (u)
)= ν S(u)um|∇T (u)|2√
u2 + ν2
c2
|∇T (u)|2
LN + ∣∣Ds J Sϕ(Ta,b(u))∣∣. (43)
3.2. The deﬁnition of entropy solution
Let us consider the generalized model
ut = ν div
(
um∇u√
u2 + ν2
c2
|∇u|2
)
, (44)
where m 1, ν > 0 is a constant representing the kinematic viscosity and c > 0 is the speed of light.
In this case, the Lagrangian f is given in (33), a in (34) and h in (35).
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Following [20], in order to introduce the concept of entropy solution for problem (44), we deﬁne
the set of test functions required for the entropy inequalities.
Let us ﬁrst mention that there are two ways to say that u is an entropy solution of (48). Either
(i) we say that u is an entropy sub-solution and Eq. (48) is satisﬁed in D′(RN ), or
(ii) we say that u is an entropy sub- and super-solution of (48). Then this implies that (48) is satisﬁed
in D′(RN ).
Obviously the possibility (ii) implies (i). If we prove that there exists an entropy solution in the
sense (i) that satisﬁes both types of entropy inequalities and we prove the uniqueness of solutions
in case (i) it will be clear that both possibilities are equivalent. Thus, we have adopted in [20] the
possibility (i) which is given in Deﬁnition 3.4 below.
Let us give a notation for the class of test functions required to deﬁne entropy sub-solutions. If
u ∈ TBV+r (RN ), we deﬁne T SUB the class of functions S, T ∈ P such that
S  0, S ′  0 and T  0, T ′  0,
and p(r) = p˜(Ta,b(r)) for some 0 < a < b where p˜ is differentiable in a neighborhood of [a,b] and p
represents either S or T . We deﬁne T SUPER the class of functions S, T ∈ P such that
S  0, S ′  0 and T  0, T ′  0,
and p(r) = p˜(Ta,b(r)) for some 0 < a < b where p˜ is differentiable in a neighborhood of [a,b] and p
represents either S or T .
Although the proof of uniqueness and the development of the theory requires only the use of test
functions S, T ∈ T + and this was the family used in [2,3], the analysis of the entropy conditions is
facilitated by the use of more general test functions in T SUB and T SUPER.
3.2.2. Deﬁnition of entropy solution. Existence and uniqueness
By L1w(0, T ,BV(R
N )) we denote the space of weakly∗ measurable functions w : [0, T ] → BV(RN )
(i.e., t ∈ [0, T ] → 〈w(t),φ〉 is measurable for every φ in the predual of BV(RN )) such that∫ T
0 ‖w(t)‖BV dt < ∞. Observe that, since BV(RN ) has a separable predual (see [1]), it follows eas-
ily that the map t ∈ [0, T ] → ‖w(t)‖BV is measurable. By L1loc,w(0, T ,BV(RN )) we denote the space
of weakly∗ measurable functions w : [0, T ] → BV(RN ) such that the map t ∈ [0, T ] → ‖w(t)‖BV is in
L1loc(]0, T [).
Deﬁnition 3.2. Assume that u0 ∈ (L1(RN ) ∩ L∞(RN ))+ . A measurable function u : (0, T ) ×RN → R is
an entropy solution of (44) in Q T = (0, T ) × RN if u ∈ C([0, T ]; L1(RN )), u(0) = u0, Ta,b(u(·)) − a ∈
L1loc,w(0, T ,BV(R
N )) for all 0 < a < b, and
(i) ut = diva(u(t),∇u(t)) in D′(Q T ), and
(ii) the following inequality is satisﬁed
T∫
0
∫
RN
φhS:T
(
u, DTa,b(u)
)
dt +
T∫
0
∫
RN
φhT :S
(
u, DSc,d(u)
)
dt

T∫
0
∫
N
J T S
(
u(t)
)
φ′(t)dxdtR
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T∫
0
∫
RN
a
(
u(t),∇u(t)) · ∇φT (u(t))S(u(t))dxdt (45)
for truncatures (S, T ) ∈ T SUB with T = T˜ ◦ Ta,b , S = S˜ ◦ Sc,d , and any smooth function φ of
compact support, in particular of the form φ(t, x) = φ1(t)ρ(x), φ1 ∈ D((0, T )), ρ ∈ D(RN ).
Let us observe that the functions that appear in (45) are measurable. For a proof we refer to
Proposition 6.1 in [7].
We have the following existence and uniqueness result [3] (which also holds for the general class
of models (31)).
Theorem 3.3. For any initial datum 0 u0 ∈ L∞(RN ) ∩ L1(RN ) there exists a unique entropy solution u of
(44) in Q T = (0, T )×RN for every T > 0 such that u(0) = u0 . Moreover, if u(t), u(t) are the entropy solutions
corresponding to initial data u0 , u0 ∈ (L∞(RN ) ∩ L1(RN ))+ , respectively, then
∥∥(u(t) − u(t))+∥∥1  ∥∥(u0 − u0)+∥∥1 for all t  0. (46)
Moreover, the map T (t)u0 = u(t), t  0, deﬁnes a nonlinear contraction semigroup in L1(RN )+ .
Observe that by applying estimate (46) to u0(x) and u0(x) := u0(x+ h), h ∈RN , we deduce that if
u0 ∈ BV(RN ), then u(t) ∈ BV(RN ) for all t > 0.
The existence of entropy solutions of (44) was proved using techniques of nonlinear semigroup
theory, mainly the convergence of the Euler’s implicit in time discretization of (31) guaranteed by
Crandall–Liggett’s theorem [24]. This leads to the study of the elliptic problem
u − λdiva(u, Du) = w in RN , (47)
where w ∈ L1(RN ) ∩ L∞(RN ), w  0, λ > 0 [2,3]. To study (47) we deﬁne the operator B in L1(RN )
associated to the elliptic problem
v = −diva(u, Du) in RN . (48)
Indeed, following [20] (see also [2,3]), we deﬁne
Deﬁnition 3.4. (u, v) ∈ B if and only if 0  u ∈ TBV+r (RN ) ∩ L∞(RN ), v ∈ L1(RN ) ∩ L∞(RN ), and
a(u,∇u) is a vector ﬁeld in L∞(RN ,RN ) whose divergence is in L1(RN ) and satisﬁes
−diva(u,∇u) = v in D′(RN), (49)
hS:T
(
u, DTa,b(u)
)

(
a(u,∇u) · D JT ′ S(u)
)
in D′(RN), ∀(S, T ) ∈ T SUB. (50)
Let w ∈ L1(RN )∩ L∞(RN ), w  0. We say that u  0 is an entropy solution of (47) if there is a function
v ∈ L1(RN ) ∩ L∞(RN ) such that (u, v) ∈ B and u + λv = w .
Notice that the deﬁnition of entropy solution of (47) is a rephrasing in terms of B of the deﬁnition
in [20] (see also [2,3]).
Notice that hS:T (u, DTa,b(u)) is a ﬁnite Radon measure. Since a(u,∇u) ∈ X∞(RN ), (a(u,∇u) ·
D JT ′ S (u)) is also a ﬁnite Radon measure and (50) holds in the sense of measures. We recall also
that a(u,∇u) · ∇ J T ′ S(u) its the absolutely continuous part with respect to LN of (a(u,∇u) · D JT ′ S (u))
and (a(u,∇u) · D JT ′ S (u))s is absolutely continuous with respect to D JT ′ S (u)s [9].
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operator, that is, the resolvents (I + λB)−1 are order preserving contractions in L1(RN )+ , and it ver-
iﬁes the range condition D(B)L1(RN ) = L1(RN )+ ⊂ R(I + λB) for all λ > 0. Therefore, according to
Crandall–Liggett’s theorem (see, for instance, [23,24] or [12]), for any 0 u0 ∈ L1(RN ) there exists a
unique mild solution U ∈ C([0, T ]; L1(RN )) of the abstract Cauchy problem
U ′(t) + BU (t)  0, U (0) = u0. (51)
The mild solution U (t) is given by Crandall–Liggett’s exponential formula
U (t) = lim
n→∞
(
I + t
n
B
)−n
u0. (52)
Now, for any initial datum u0 ∈ L∞(RN ) ∩ L1(RN ), u0  0, mild solutions of the Cauchy problem (11)
are characterized as entropy solutions [3]. Finally, uniqueness of entropy solutions is also proved for
the same class of initial data. As a consequence, entropy solutions of (11) coincide with mild solutions,
i.e., U (t) = u(t) for all t  0.
4. Time regularity of u
Our purpose in this section is to prove that if u(t) is the entropy solution of (44) with u(0) = u0 ∈
L1(RN ) ∩ L∞(RN ), u0  0, then ut(t) is a Radon measure for any t > 0, assuming certain conditions
on u0 when m = 1. Our approach is based on semigroup theory. If m > 1, we use the homogeneity
estimate of Bénilan and Crandall [10]. When m = 1, we use the basic result that if the initial condition
u0 is in the domain of B (see Section 3.2.2), then ‖ut(t)‖1  ‖Bu0‖1 [24]. To use this result, we
give in Lemma 4.1 a set of conditions on u0 that guarantee that it can be approximated by u0n ∈
(L1(RN ) ∩ L∞(RN ))+ in the domain of B with ‖Bu0n‖1 bounded. As a consequence we derive that
if un(t) is the entropy solution of (44) with un(0) = u0n , then ‖unt(t)‖1  ‖Bu0n‖1 for any n 1 and
any t > 0. Letting n → ∞ we deduce that ut(t) is a Radon measure for any t > 0.
As a consequence we have that S(u) ∈ BV([τ , T ] × RN) for any 0 < τ < T and any truncature
S ∈ Tr . If, in addition, u0 ∈ BV(RN ), then u ∈ BV([τ , T ] ×RN ) for any 0 < τ < T . We cannot expect a
higher regularity in general, due to the existence of moving discontinuity fronts [4], although solutions
may be smooth outside the discontinuity fronts, but this is an open question.
We believe that the result that u ∈ BV([τ , T ] × RN ) for any 0 < τ < T should be true for any
u0 ∈ BV(RN ), although we do not have a proof of it in the general case. The conditions on u0 given
in Lemma 4.1 are of technical nature, in order to use the previously described semigroup approach.
The fact that u ∈ BV([τ , T ] × RN ) for any 0 < τ < T will be used in Section 6 to compute the
Rankine–Hugoniot condition. It will be used also in Sections 7 and 8 to give a more concrete charac-
terization of the entropy conditions on the jump set of u and to compute the speed of the moving
discontinuity fronts.
Let us ﬁnally mention that no classical regularity result seems to work in the present case. In par-
ticular, local estimates of the gradient have to take into account that a moving discontinuity front may
arrive at a region where the initial condition was regular, coming from a jump located somewhere
else. This explains why we have decided to use semigroup methods.
Lemma 4.1. Assume m = 1. Let u0 ∈ L1(RN ) ∩ L∞(RN ), u0(x) 0. Let Γi , i = 0, . . . , , be the boundaries of
bounded open sets of class C1,1 (so that the distance function is also C1,1 in a neighborhood of it). Assume that
(i) dist(Γi,Γ j) > 0 for any i 
= j,
(ii) u0 ∈ W 2,1(RN \⋃i=0 Γi) and ∇u0 ∈ L∞(RN \⋃i=0 Γi),
(iii) u0 is discontinuous in Γi with u
+
0 |Γi > ci + δi > ci − δi > u−0 |Γi , i = 0, . . . , ,
(iv) u0 is either 0 or is bounded away from zero in any connected component of RN \⋃i=0 Γi ,
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u−0 |Γi 
= 0 there is some η > 0 such that (1+ η)|∇d · ∇u0| |∇u0| in a region {x ∈RN : 0 < di(x) < ρ ,
(u0 − ci)∇d · ∇u0 < 0} for some ρ > 0.
Then, there exist functions u0n ∈ L1(RN ) ∩ L∞(RN ), u0n  0, such that u0n → u0 in L1(RN ), u0n ∈ Dom(B)
and ‖Bu0n‖1 is bounded.
Before going into the proof, which is rather technical, let us explain the set of conditions (i)–(v).
For that, let us observe that if m = 1 and we make the change of variables u0 = ev , valid on the region
where u0 > 0, we have
div
(
u0∇u0√
u20 + |∇u0|2
)
= ev div
( ∇v√
1+ |∇v|2
)
+ ev |∇v|
2√
1+ |∇v|2 .
Then, if we already know that u0 ∈ BV(RN ), proving that u0 can be approximated by u0n ∈ Dom(B)
of the form u0n = evn and satisfying the statement of the lemma amounts to prove that the mean
curvature operator of vn is bounded in L1(RN ). Conditions (i)–(v) say that v is a piecewise W 2,1
function with discontinuities located at a set of C1,1 hypersurfaces Γi . We also assume that ∇u0 is
bounded outside
⋃
i=0 Γi . While the W 2,1 condition seems to be necessary to get the result of the
lemma, this condition seems too strong and is only motivated by technical reasons. The same can
be said for conditions (iii) and (v), whose only purpose is to be able to smooth the graph of v in
such a way that the mean curvature of the approximating graphs remains bounded in L1(RN ). Thus,
although the lemma may be true under more general conditions the ones we give illustrate the result
and have a clear geometric interpretation.
Finally, let us say that one can rephrase assumption (v) by saying that when the trace u−0 |Γi is
bounded away from zero, and we are on the side corresponding to the upper (resp. lower) trace
of u0, the direction of the gradient of u0 and the normal to Γi are not aligned near the points where
u0 is increasing (resp. decreasing) towards Γi .
Proof of Lemma 4.1. Without loss of generality assume that ν = c = 1. We divide the proof into
several steps.
Step 1: Preliminaries. We have to regularize properly u0 to obtain smooth approximations u0n such that
div
(
u0n∇u0n√
u20n + |∇u0n|2
)
is uniformly bounded in L1
(
R
N). (53)
Observe that by assumption (iv) either u−|Γi = 0 or u−|Γi is bounded away from zero. Let I(−),
I(+), be the set of indexes i ∈ {0, . . . , } for which the ﬁrst, respectively the second, case happens.
Let Ω be a connected component of RN \⋃i=0 Γi . By renaming Γi , we may assume that ∂Ω = Γ0∪· · · ∪ Γr for some 0 r  , Γ0 is the external boundary of Ω and Γ1, . . . ,Γr are internal boundaries.
Assume that n0 is large enough so that dist(Γi,Γ j) >
3
n0
for each i 
= j. For now on we consider
n n0.
Step 2: Regularization of u0 . Deﬁnition of u0n. Recall that either u0 = 0 in Ω or is bounded away from
zero there. In case that u0 = 0 on Ω we take u0n = 0 in Ω . Thus we may assume that u0 is bounded
away from 0 in Ω . Let us deﬁne a regularization inside Ω so that (53) holds. First of all observe that
for any function u ∈ W 2,1(Ω) we have
div
(
u∇u√
u2 + |∇u|2
)
= uu√
u2 + |∇u|2 +
|∇u|4
(u2 + |∇u|2)3/2 −
u〈D2uDu, Du〉
(u2 + |∇u|2)3/2 ∈ L
1(Ω).
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trace u−|Γi is zero or bounded away from zero. In the ﬁrst case we regularize u0 as in [6] and we
give only a sketch of it. In the second case we give the details of the proof.
Let us write u0 = ev inside Ω and choose β > 0 such that β2 < 12‖∇v‖∞ .
Let g ∈ C1,1(0,∞) be such that g ∈ C∞(0,1), g(s) = − 1s if s ∈ (0, β], g(s) = −(1− s)2 if s ∈ [ 23 ,1],
g(s) = 0 if s > 1, and g′(s) > 0, g′′(s) < 0 in (0,1).
Notice that this is possible since g(β) < g( 23 ) and g
′(β) > g′( 23 ). Let fn(s) = e
g(s)
n , s ∈ (0,∞), and
fn(s) = 0 for s ∈ (−∞,0]. Observe that fn :R→R be in C1,1(R)∩C∞(R\ {1}), fn(s) > 0 for any s > 0
and fn(s) = 1 for s 1.
Let us deﬁne u0n(x). Let I(Ω,−) := I(−) ∩ {0, . . . , r}, I(Ω,+) := I(+) ∩ {0, . . . , r}. Since we are
assuming that u0 is bounded away from 0 in Ω , by (iv), u−|Γi is the trace from outside when i ∈
I(Ω,−).
We deﬁne
u0n(x) = fn
(
nd(x)
)
u0(x), x ∈ Ω+ :=
{
x ∈ Ω: di(x) 1
n
∀i ∈ I(Ω,+)
}
.
In particular this holds for all points x ∈ Ω such that di(x)  1n for some i ∈ I(Ω,−). Notice that
Ω+ = Ω when the set I(Ω,+) is empty. Notice also that u0n(x) = u0(x) for all x ∈ Ω such that
d(x) > 1n . Observe that d(x) = d(x, ∂Ω) when x ∈ Ω . Observe also that Ω+ depends on n and, for
simplicity, we have used this notation instead of Ω+n which would make this dependence explicit.
Let i ∈ I(Ω,+). Notice that ci > 0 and let ei = ln ci . Let us regularize v . Let us deﬁne Gi(s) ∈
C1,1[0,∞) ∩ C∞([0,∞) \ { 23 ,1}) such that Gi(s) = 2s2 if s ∈ [0, 23 ], Gi(s) = 1 when s  1, G ′i(s) >
0 for all 0 < s < 1, G ′i(1) = 0, and G ′′i (s) < 0 if s ∈ ( 23 ,1). As an example, we could take Gi(s) =
1 − ∫ 1s g(s)ds, s ∈ ( 23 ,1] with g(s) > 0 for s ∈ ( 23 ,1), g( 23 ) = 83 , g(1) = 0, g′(s) < 0 if s ∈ ( 23 ,1), and∫ 1
2
3
g(s)ds = 19 . Let
vn(x) = Gi
(
nd(x)
)(
v(x) − ei
)+ ei, x ∈ Ωi :=
{
x ∈ Ω: di(x) 1
n
}
,
for each i ∈ I(Ω,+). Again, notice that we omitted the dependence of Ωi in n. Then we deﬁne
u0n(x) = evn(x), x ∈
⋃
i∈I(Ω,+)
Ωi .
Notice that the deﬁnition of u0n is consistent in Ω+ ∩⋃i∈I(Ω,+) Ωi and u0n = u0 there.
Proceeding in this way for each connected component of RN \⋃i=0 Γi we deﬁne u0n in RN .
Step 3: Regularity of u0n and the L1 boundedness of ∇u0n. Let us prove that
u0n → u0 in L1
(
R
N),
u0n ∈ W 2,1
(
R
N),
∇u0n is uniformly bounded in L1
(
R
N).
The ﬁrst assertion is obvious since we have modiﬁed u0 only in {x: d(x) < 1n } and u0n is uniformly
bounded.
Let us prove the third assertion. Notice that u−0n|Γi = u+0n|Γi for each i ∈ {0, . . . , }, and there are no
more jumps. Thus, it suﬃces to prove the assertion in any connected component of RN \⋃i=0 Γi . Let
us prove it in Ω . Since fn(nd) = 0 when nd 0 and g′(nd) = 0 when nd(x) 1, we have
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∣∣ fn(nd)g′(nd)∇du0 + fn(nd)∇u0∣∣ fn(nd)∣∣g′(nd)∣∣u0 + fn(nd)|∇u0|
in Ω+ . Now, since ∫
RN
fn(nd)
∣∣g′(nd)∣∣dx = ∫
0<nd1
e
g(nd)
n
∣∣g′(nd)∣∣dx C
where C > 0 is a constant independent of n (in what follows C may vary from line to line),
it follows that |∇u0n| is bounded in L1(Ω+). In this way we have that |∇u0n| is bounded in
L1(RN ∩ {x: di(x) > 1n , ∀i ∈ I(+)}) uniformly in n.
Now, in Ωi , i ∈ I(Ω,+), we have
∇vn = G ′i(nd)n∇d(v − ei) + Gi(nd)∇v.
We deduce that ∇vn is uniformly bounded in n in L1(⋃i∈I(Ω,+) Ωi). Since vn is uniformly bounded
in L∞(RN ) there we have that |∇u0n| is bounded in L1(RN ) uniformly in n.
To prove the second assertion we compute:
D2u0n = fn(nd)g′(nd)g′(nd)∇d ⊗ ∇du0 + fn(nd)g′′(nd)n∇d ⊗ ∇du0
+ fn(nd)g′(nd)∇2du0 + fn(nd)g′(nd)(∇d ⊗ ∇u0 + ∇u0 ⊗ ∇d) + fn(nd)∇2u0,
in {x ∈RN : di(x) 1n ∀i ∈ I(+)}, and
D2vn = G ′′i (nd)n2∇d ⊗ ∇d(v − ei) + G ′i(nd)n∇2d(v − ei)
+ G ′i(nd)n(∇d ⊗ ∇v + ∇v ⊗ ∇d) + Gi(nd)∇2v
on each set {x ∈ RN : di(x)  1n }, i ∈ I(+). Then it is straightforward to check that D2u0n ∈ L1(RN )
although the L1 bound may not be uniform. The term G ′i(nd)n∇2d(v−ei) is in L1({x ∈RN : di(x) 1n })
since G ′i(0) = 0. Thus u0n ∈ W 2,1(RN ).
Step 4: Bu0n is bounded. Observe that
div
(
u0n∇u0n√
u20n + |∇u0n|2
)
= u0n div
( ∇u0n√
u20n + |∇u0n|2
)
+ |∇u0n|
2√
u20n + |∇u0n|2
. (54)
By Step 3, the second term in the right-hand side of (54) is bounded in L1(RN ) uniformly in n.
Observe that, since u0n ∈ W 2,1(RN ) and u0n is uniformly bounded in n in L∞(RN ), to prove (53) it is
enough to prove that
div
( ∇u0n√
u20n + |∇u0n|2
)
is uniformly bounded in L1(Ω), (55)
in each connected component RN \ ⋃i=0 Γi . Let us consider one of them, Ω . The proof when we
consider the domain Ω+ has been given in [6]. Let us consider the domain Ωi when i ∈ I(Ω,+).
Observe that
div
( ∇u0n√
u20n + |∇u0n|2
)
= div
( ∇vn√
1+ |∇vn|2
)
in Ωi . (56)
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div
( ∇vn√
1+ |∇vn|2
)
= div
(
G ′i(nd)n∇d(v − ei) + Gi(nd)∇v√
1+ |G ′i(nd)n∇d(v − ei) + Gi(nd)∇v|2
)
= G
′′
i (nd)n
2(v − ei) + G ′i(nd)nd(v − ei) + 2G ′i(nd)n∇d · ∇v + Gi(nd)v
A
− 1
A3
〈[M1 + M2 + M3 + M4](G ′i(nd)n∇d(v − ei) + Gi(nd)∇v),(
G ′i(nd)n∇d(v − ei) + Gi(nd)∇v
)〉
, (57)
where A :=
√
1+ |G ′i(nd)n∇d(v − ei) + Gi(nd)∇v|2, M1 := G ′′i (nd)n2∇d⊗∇d(v − ei), M2 := G ′i(nd)n×
∇2d(v − ei), M3 := G ′i(nd)n[∇d ⊗ ∇v + ∇v ⊗ ∇d], M4 := Gi(nd)D2v .
Let
X := G
′′
i (nd)n
2(v − ei) + G ′i(nd)nd(v − ei) + 2G ′i(nd)n∇d · ∇v + Gi(nd)v
A
:= X1 + X2 + X3 + X4,
Yi := − 1
A3
〈
Mi
(
G ′i(nd)n∇d(v − ei) + Gi(nd)∇v
)
,
(
G ′i(nd)n∇d(v − ei) + Gi(nd)∇v
)〉
,
for i = 1,2,3,4.
Observe that G ′i(nd) is bounded. Since X2, X3, X4 have its support in 0 < nd < 1, then X2, X3, X4
are uniformly bounded in n in L1.
After some simple computations, we have
X1 + Y1 = G ′′i (nd)n2(v − ei)
{
1
A3
+ Gi(nd)|∇v|
2
A3
− Gi(nd)
2(∇d · ∇v)2
A3
}
.
Let us prove that X1 + Y1 is uniformly bounded in L1(Ωi) with a uniform bound in n. Let us ﬁrst
compute the integral in Ωi ∩ {0< nd < 23 }.
Since we may write
A2 = 1+ G ′i(nd)2n2(v − ei)2 + Gi(nd)2|∇v|2 + 2G ′i(nd)Gi(nd)n(v − ei)∇d · ∇v, (58)
using (v) we have
2G ′i(nd)Gi(nd)n(v − ei)∇d · ∇v 
2G ′i(nd)Gi(nd)n|v − ei||∇v|
1+ η

G ′i(nd)
2n2(v − ei)2 + Gi(nd)2|∇v|2
1+ η .
Hence
A2  1+ η
1+ η
(
G ′i(nd)
2n2(v − ei)2 + Gi(nd)2|∇v|2
)
. (59)
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A2  1+ κ2(nd)2n2
in the region Ωi ∩ {0 < nd < 23 } for some κ > 0. Then
∫
Ωi∩{0<nd< 23 }
X1 + Y1  C
∫
Ωi∩{0<nd< 23 }
n2
(1+ κ2(nd)2n2)3/2 dx,
and this integral can be estimated by
2/(3n)∫
0
n2
(1+ κ2(ns)2n2)3/2 ds =
1
κ
(2/3)kn∫
0
1
(1+ y2)3/2 dy  C .
Now, if s ∈ ( 23 ,1), by the intermediate value theorem we have that
Gi(s) = G ′i(s) − G ′i(1) = −G ′′i
(
s∗
)
(1− s)
for some s∗ ∈ (s,1). Hence, by the deﬁnition of Gi we have
Gi(nd) κ(1− nd)
for some κ > 0, and therefore
A2  1+ κ2(1− nd)2n2
in the domain Ωi ∩ { 23  nd 1}. Then
∫
Ωi∩{ 23<nd<1}
X1 + Y1  C
∫
Ωi∩{ 23<nd<1}
|G ′′i (nd)|n2
(1+ κ2(1− nd)2n2)3/2 dx,
and this integral can be estimated by
1/n∫
2/(3n)
|G ′′i (ns)|n2
(1+ κ2(1− ns)2n2)3/2 ds C
1/3∫
0
n
(1+ κ2n2z2)3/2 dz
 C
κ
(κn)/3∫
0
1
(1+ y2)3/2 dy  C .
Now, since ∇2d(∇d) = 0 in {0 < d < ε} for some ε > 0, for n large enough we have
Y2 = − 1
A3
〈[
G ′i(nd)n∇2d(v − ei)
](
Gi(nd)∇v
)
,
(
Gi(nd)∇v
)〉
which is uniformly bounded in L1(Ωi).
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Y3 = − 1
A3
〈[
G ′i(nd)n[∇d ⊗ ∇v + ∇v ⊗ ∇d]
](
G ′i(nd)n∇d(v − ei)
)
,
(
G ′i(nd)n∇d(v − ei)
)〉
− 2
A3
〈[
G ′i(nd)n[∇d ⊗ ∇v + ∇v ⊗ ∇d]
](
G ′i(nd)n∇d(v − ei)
)
,
(
Gi(nd)∇v
)〉
− 1
A3
〈[
G ′i(nd)n[∇d ⊗ ∇v + ∇v ⊗ ∇d]
](
Gi(nd)∇v
)
,
(
Gi(nd)∇v
)〉
= − 2
A3
[
(v − ei)2G ′i(nd)3n3[∇d · ∇v]
]
− 2
A3
[
(v − ei)G ′i(nd)2n2Gi(nd)
(|∇v|2 + (∇d · ∇v)2)]
− 1
A3
[
G ′i(nd)nGi(nd)
2(∇d · ∇v)|∇v|2] := Y31 + Y32 + Y33.
By the previous estimates, it is clear that Y32 and Y33 are uniformly bounded in L1(Ωi).
Let us analyze Y31. In Ωi ∩ {0 < nd < 23 }, we can bound
∫
Ωi∩{0<nd< 23 }
G ′i(nd)
3n3
A3
dx C
∫
Ωi∩{0<nd< 23 }
(nd)3n3
(1+ κ2(nd)2n2)3/2 dx
which in turn can be bounded by the integral
∫
{0<ns< 23 }
(ns)3n3
(1+ κ2(ns)2n2)3/2 ds =
1
k4n2
(2/3)kn∫
0
y3
(1+ y2)3/2 dy 
C
nα
for some 0 < α < 1.
In Ωi ∩ { 23  nd 1}, we have
∫
Ωi∩{ 23nd1}
G ′i(nd)
3n3
A3
dx C
∫
Ωi∩{ 23nd1}
(1− nd)3n3
(1+ κ2(1− nd)2n2)3/2 dx
which can be bounded by the integral
∫
{ 23<ns<1}
(1− ns)3n3
(1+ κ2(1− ns)2n2)3/2 ds =
1
k4n2
(kn)/3∫
0
y3
(1+ y2)3/2 dy 
C
nα
for some 0 < α < 1.
Finally we analyze Y4:
Y4 = − 1
A3
〈[
Gi(nd)D
2v
](
G ′i(nd)n∇d(v − ei) + Gi(nd)∇v
)
,
(
G ′i(nd)n∇d(v − ei) + Gi(nd)∇v
)〉
= − 1
3
〈[
Gi(nd)D
2v
](
G ′i(nd)n∇d(v − ei)
)
,
(
G ′i(nd)n∇d(v − ei)
)〉
A
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A3
〈[
Gi(nd)D
2v
](
G ′i(nd)n∇d(v − ei)
)
,
(
Gi(nd)∇v
)〉
− 1
A3
〈[
Gi(nd)D
2v
](
Gi(nd)∇v
)
,
(
Gi(nd)∇v
)〉
= − 1
A3
[
Gi(nd)G
′
i(nd)
2n2(v − ei)2D2v(∇d,∇d)
]
− 2
A3
[
Gi(nd)
2G ′i(nd)n(v − ei)D2v(∇d,∇v)
]− 1
A3
[
Gi(nd)
3∇2v(∇v,∇v)]
:= Y41 + Y42 + Y43.
As above, the three terms Y41, Y42, Y43 are uniformly bounded in L1(Ωi).
We have proved (55). The lemma is proved. 
Proposition 4.2. Let u0 ∈ (L1(RN ) ∩ L∞(RN ))+ . Let u(t) be the entropy solution of (44) with u(0) = u0 .
(i) If m = 1 and u0 satisﬁes the conditions of Lemma 4.1, then for any t > 0, ut(t) is a ﬁnite Radon measure
in RN . Moreover ‖ut(t)‖M(Ω)  C for some constant C > 0 depending on u0 .
(ii) If m > 1, then for any t > 0, ut(t) is a ﬁnite Radon measure in RN . Moreover ‖ut(t)‖M(Ω) 
2
(m−1)t ‖u0‖1 .
In particular, T (u) ∈ BV([τ , T ] × RN ) for any τ > 0 and any truncature T ∈ Tr . If u0 ∈ BV(RN ), then u ∈
BV([τ , T ] ×RN ) for any τ > 0.
Proof. (i) Let un(t) be the solution of (6) such that un(0) = u0n . By the nonlinear semigroup theory
(see for instance [24] or [12]), we have unt ∈ L1(RN ) and ‖unt‖1  ‖Bu0n‖1. Since unt → ut in the
distribution sense, the proposition holds.
(ii) In this case, the result is a consequence of the fact that B is homogeneous of degree
m > 1 [10]. 
5. Green’s formula for divergence-measure vector ﬁelds
Let Ω ⊆RN be an open bounded set with Lipschitz boundary.
The purpose of this section is to review the integration by parts formula for vector ﬁelds in Ω
whose divergence is a Radon measure and functions which are in BV(Ω)∩ L∞(Ω) (see Theorem 5.3).
For that we will also recall the notion of weak trace on ∂Ω of the normal component of such vector
ﬁelds. This will be applied in Section 6 to the vector ﬁeld z(t) = a(u(t),∇u(t)) in order to derive the
Rankine–Hugoniot condition which gives the speed of propagation of moving discontinuity fronts. We
also prove some properties of the weak trace of the normal component of the vector ﬁelds that are
needed to give a more classical interpretation of entropy solutions of (44) in Sections 7 and 8.
We deﬁne the space
Z(Ω) := {(z, ξ) ∈ L∞(Ω,RN)× BV(Ω)∗: div(z) = ξ in D′(Ω)}.
We denote R(Ω) := W 1,1(Ω) ∩ L∞(Ω) ∩ C(Ω). For (z, ξ) ∈ Z(Ω) and w ∈ R(Ω) we deﬁne
〈
(z, ξ),w
〉
∂Ω
:= 〈ξ,w〉BV(Ω)∗,BV(Ω) +
∫
z · ∇w dx.
Ω
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one has
〈
(z, ξ),w
〉
∂Ω
= 〈(z, ξ), v〉
∂Ω
∀(z, ξ) ∈ Z(Ω). (60)
As a consequence of (60), we can give the following deﬁnition: Given u ∈ BV(Ω)∩ L∞(Ω) and (z, ξ) ∈
Z(Ω), we deﬁne 〈(z, ξ),u〉∂Ω by setting
〈
(z, ξ),u
〉
∂Ω
:= 〈(z, ξ),w〉
∂Ω
where w is any function in R(Ω) such that w = u on ∂Ω . Again, working as in the proof of Theo-
rem 1.1 of [9], we can prove that for every (z, ξ) ∈ Z(Ω) there exists Mz,ξ > 0 such that
∣∣〈(z, ξ),u〉
∂Ω
∣∣ Mz,ξ‖u‖L1(∂Ω) ∀u ∈ BV(Ω) ∩ L∞(Ω). (61)
Now, taking a ﬁxed (z, ξ) ∈ Z(Ω), we consider the linear functional F : L∞(∂Ω) →R deﬁned by
F (v) := 〈(z, ξ),w〉
∂Ω
where v ∈ L∞(∂Ω) and w ∈ BV(Ω) ∩ L∞(Ω) is such that w|∂Ω = v . By estimate (61), there exists
γz,ξ ∈ L∞(∂Ω) such that
F (v) =
∫
∂Ω
γz,ξ (x)v(x)dHN−1.
Consequently there exists a linear operator γ : Z(Ω) → L∞(∂Ω), with γ (z, ξ) := γz,ξ , satisfying
〈
(z, ξ),w
〉
∂Ω
=
∫
∂Ω
γz,ξ (x)w(x)dHN−1 ∀w ∈ BV(Ω) ∩ L∞(Ω).
In case z ∈ C1(Ω,RN ), we have γz(x) = z(x) · ν(x) for all x ∈ ∂Ω . Hence, the function γz,ξ (x) is the
weak trace of the normal component of (z, ξ). For simplicity of the notation, we shall denote γz,ξ (x)
by [z · ν](x).
Observe that the trace [z · ν](x) depends on ξ . In particular, given a bounded vector ﬁeld
z ∈ L∞(Ω,RN ) and using Hahn–Banach’s theorem, the distribution div z bas many extensions as an
element of BV(Ω)∗ and each of them gives a different trace [z · ν](x). When div z is a Radon measure
in Ω , there is a canonical extension. In that case, if u ∈ BV(Ω) ∩ L∞(Ω), we have
〈div z,u〉 =
∫
Ω
u∗ div z,
where u∗ is the canonical representative of u, i.e., u∗ = limn ρn ∗ u(x) where ρn is a symmetric molli-
ﬁer. In that case, the trace [z · ν] is uniquely deﬁned. Recall that u∗ is deﬁned HN−1-a.e., u∗(x) = u˜(x)
for all x ∈RN /∈ Su and u∗(x) = u+(x)+u−(x)2 for all x ∈ Ju .
We shall write
∫
Ω
u div z instead of
∫
Ω
u∗ div z.
Let
XM(Ω) :=
{
z ∈ L∞(Ω,RN): div z is a ﬁnite Radon measure in Ω}.
3334 V. Caselles / J. Differential Equations 250 (2011) 3311–3348If z ∈ XM(Ω) and u ∈ BV(Ω) ∩ L∞(Ω) we deﬁne the functional (z · Du) :D(Ω) →R as
〈
(z · Du),ϕ〉 := −∫
Ω
uϕ div(z) −
∫
Ω
uz · ∇ϕ dx.
Given u ∈ BV(Ω) there is a sequence of functions un ∈ C∞(Ω) such that un(x) → u(x) HN−1-a.e. in
Ω and
∫
Ω
|∇un| →
∫
Ω
|Du|. For instance, let us consider v ∈ W 1,1(RN \Ω) be such that the trace of v
on ∂Ω is equal to the trace of u there. Let us extend u by u = v in RN \ Ω and let un = ρn ∗ u. Then
un(x) → u(x) HN−1-a.e. (in particular in ∂Ω) and
∫
RN
|Dun| →
∫
RN
|Du|. Since |Du|(∂Ω) = 0, we also
have that
∫
Ω
|Dun| →
∫
Ω
|Du|. If u ∈ BV(Ω) ∩ L∞(Ω), then un is uniformly bounded in L∞(Ω).
Let u ∈ BV(Ω) ∩ L∞(Ω). Observe then that if un(x) → u(x) HN−1-a.e. in Ω and
∫
Ω
|∇un| →∫
Ω
|Du|, then (z · Dun) → (z · Du) in D′(Ω). This follows from the deﬁnition since∫
Ω
unϕ div(z)dx →
∫
Ω
u∗ϕ div(z)dx.
Lemma 5.1. Let z ∈ XM(Ω) and u ∈ BV(Ω) ∩ L∞(Ω). For any open set U ⊂ Ω and any function ϕ ∈ D(U ),
one has
∣∣〈(z · Du),ϕ〉∣∣ sup‖ϕ‖∞‖z‖L∞(U )
∫
U
‖Du‖. (62)
In particular, (z · Du) is a Radon measure in Ω .
Lemma 5.2. Let z ∈ XM(Ω) and u ∈ BV(Ω)∩ L∞(Ω). Let un ∈ C∞(Ω)∩ BV(Ω) be such that un(x) → u(x)
HN−1-a.e. in Ω and ∫
Ω
|∇un| →
∫
Ω
|Du|. Then we have
∫
Ω
z · ∇un dx →
∫
Ω
(z · Du).
Theorem 5.3. Let Ω be a bounded open set in RN with Lipschitz boundary. Let z ∈ XM(Ω) and u ∈ BV(Ω)∩
L∞(Ω). Then we have ∫
Ω
u div(z)dx+
∫
Ω
(z · Du) =
∫
∂Ω
[z · ν]u dHN−1, (63)
where we identify u with its canonical representative.
Proof. Take a sequence of functions un ∈ C∞(Ω) ∩ BV(Ω) ∩ C(Ω) such that un(x) → u(x) HN−1-a.e.
in Ω and
∫
Ω
|∇un| →
∫
Ω
|Du|. Then, using Lemma 5.2 and the deﬁnition of [z · ν], we have
∫
Ω
u div(z)dx+
∫
Ω
(z · Du) = lim
n→∞
(∫
Ω
un div(z)dx+
∫
Ω
z · ∇un dx
)
= lim
n→∞
∫
∂Ω
[z · ν]un dHN−1 =
∫
∂Ω
[z · ν]u dHN−1. 
The following result has been proved in [21]:
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div(uz) = u∗ div z + z · Du (64)
where z · Du is a Radon measure absolutely continuous with respect to |Du| and whose absolutely continuous
part with respect to the Lebesgue measure is z · ∇u. In particular, div(uz) ∈ M(Ω).
The measure z · Du is constructed as a limit of z · ∇un where un(x) → u(x) HN−1-a.e. in Ω and∫
Ω
|∇un| →
∫
Ω
|Du|. Obviously, by Lemma 5.2, in that case
z · Du = (z · Du).
This approximation permits to prove (64).
Lemma 5.5. Let u ∈ BV(Ω), z ∈ XM(Ω) with z = uξ , ξ ∈ L∞(Ω,RN ). Assume that u  α > 0 in Ω . Then
ξ ∈ XM(Ω).
Proof. Let v = 1u ∈ BV(Ω) ∩ L∞(Ω). Then vz = ξ and div ξ = v∗ div z + (z · Dv) is a Radon measure
in Ω . 
Lemma 5.6. Let z ∈ XM(Ω) and u ∈ BV(Ω) ∩ L∞(Ω). Then[
(uz) · ν]= [z · ν]u|∂Ω HN−1-a.e. in ∂Ω ,
where on the right-hand side u|∂Ω denotes the trace of u in ∂Ω .
Proof. Observe that div(uz) ∈ M(Ω). Then integrating by parts we have∫
Ω
div(uz)ϕ = −
∫
Ω
(uz) · ∇ϕ +
∫
∂Ω
[
(uz) · ν]ϕ dHN−1
for any ϕ ∈ C1(Ω). On the other hand, using (64) and (63) we have that∫
Ω
div(uz)ϕ = −
∫
Ω
(uz) · ∇ϕ +
∫
∂Ω
[z · ν]u dHN−1.
That is [
(uz) · ν]= [z · ν]u|∂Ω HN−1-a.e. in ∂Ω . 
Observe also that, because of Green’s formula in both cases, the trace [z ·ν] deﬁned here coincides
with the one given in [21].
6. The Rankine–Hugoniot condition
The purpose of this section is to study the Rankine–Hugoniot condition, which gives the speed
of propagation of moving discontinuity fronts, on the jump set of entropy solutions of (44). We
state our main result, Proposition 6.8, in the more general context of the equation ut = div z where
u ∈ BV loc((0, T ) ×RN ) and z ∈ L∞([0, T ] ×RN ,RN). Conditions under which these assumptions hold
for (44) have been given in Section 4. The Rankine–Hugoniot condition on the jump set of entropy
solutions of (44) will be completely speciﬁed in Proposition 8.1.
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required notation and we recommend the reader to have a look to it.
Assume that u ∈ BV loc((0, T ) ×RN ). Let us denote by Ju the jump set of u as a function of (t, x).
For any t > 0, we denote by Ju(t) the jump set of u(t) ∈ BV loc(RN ). Let ν := νu = (νt , νx) be the unit
normal to the jump set of u so that D jt,xu = [u]νHN | Ju . We denote by ν Ju(t) the unit normal to the
jump set of u(t) so that D jxu(t) = [u(t)]ν Ju(t)HN−1| Ju(t) . Using the notation of Section 2 [u](t, x) :=
u+(t, x) − u−(t, x) denotes the jump of u at (t, x) ∈ Ju and [u(t)](x) := u(t)+(x) − u(t)−(x) denotes
the jump of u(t) at the point x ∈ Ju(t) .
We notice that, since we work in the general context of the jump set of functions in BV loc((0, T )×
R
N ) and the divergence of the vector ﬁelds z is only a Radon measure, we need to develop some
technical tools on the disintegration of HN | Ju in terms of HN−1| Ju(t) dt , the slicing of the jump of u,
and to give an appropriate deﬁnition of the velocity of the moving discontinuity front. This is the
content of the technical lemmas leading to Proposition 6.8. Similar problems are encountered in the
context of hyperbolic conservation laws [25].
For any set D ⊆ [0,∞) ×RN , we denote
D[t] := D ∩ ({t} ×RN).
Let us point out that when we denote ∂∗D[t] we refer to the essential boundary of D[t] and not
to ∂∗D ∩ ({t} × RN ). In next lemma, we prove that both things are essentially the same. We denote
Ju[t] := Ju ∩ ({t} ×RN ).
Lemma 6.1. Assume that u ∈ BV loc((0, T ) ×RN ).
(i) Let D be a set of ﬁnite perimeter in [0,∞) × RN . Then for L1-almost any t > 0 we have ∂∗D ∩ ({t} ×
R
N ) = ∂∗D[t] HN−1-a.e.
(ii) We have
[u]νxHN
∣∣
Ju
= [u(t)]ν Ju(t)HN−1∣∣ Ju(t) dt.
(iii) For L1-almost any t > 0 we have Ju[t] = Ju(t) HN−1-a.e.
(iv) We have
νxHN
∣∣
Ju
= ν Ju(t)HN−1∣∣ Ju(t) dt.
(v) For L1-almost any t > 0 we have [u](t, x) = [u(t)](x) for HN−1-almost any point in Ju(t) .
Proof. (i) Let us prove that for any set of ﬁnite perimeter D in [0,∞) ×RN and any smooth vector
ﬁeld V : [0,∞) ×RN →RN we have
V · νxHN
∣∣
∂∗D = V · νD[t]HN−1
∣∣
∂∗D[t] dt. (65)
This is just a consequence of the integration by parts formula. Indeed, for any smooth test function
φ ∈ D(Q T ) we have
−
∫
D
V · ∇xφ dxdt +
∫
∂∗D
(0, V ) · νφ dHN
=
∫
D
divx V φ dxdt =
T∫
0
∫
D[t]
divx V φ dxdt
= −
T∫
0
∫
D[t]
V (t) · ∇xφ(t)dxdt +
T∫
0
∫
∂∗D[t]
V (t) · νD[t]φ dHN−1 dt,
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with respect to the x variables. We rewrite formula (65) as
νxHN
∣∣
∂∗D = νD[t]HN−1
∣∣
∂∗D[t] dt. (66)
Let us observe that for L1-almost any t > 0 we have ∂∗D[t] ⊆ ∂∗D ∩ ({t} × RN ) modulo an HN−1
null set. Otherwise, there is a Borel set Q ⊆ [0,∞) such that L1(Q ) > 0 and for any t ∈ Q we have
HN−1(∂∗D[t] \ ∂∗D ∩ ({t} ×RN )) > 0. Let R := {(t, x): t ∈ Q , x ∈ ∂∗D[t] \ ∂∗D ∩ ({t} ×RN )}. Then on
one hand, by the deﬁnition of R ,
∫
R |νx|dHN |∂∗D = 0 and on the other
∫
R dHN−1|∂∗D[t] dt > 0. This
contradiction proves our assertion.
Now observe that by the coarea formula [1] we have
∫
∂∗D
|νx|dHN
∣∣
∂∗D =
∫
∂∗D
dHN−1
∣∣
∂∗D∩({t}×RN ) dt.
Thus, by (66) we have that for L1-almost any t > 0 we have ∂∗D[t] = ∂∗D ∩ ({t} × RN ) modulo an
HN−1 null set.
(ii) Let us use the notation in [1, Section 3.11]. Let ei , i = 1, . . . ,N , be the canonical basis in RN .
For each i ∈ {1, . . . ,N}, let (RN )i be the hyperplane orthogonal to ei . For each y ∈ (RN )i , we denote
u(t)eiy (s) = u(t, y + sei), ueit,y = u(t, y + sei), s ∈R. Let us prove that
N∑
i=1
〈
D jt,xu, ei
〉
ei = L1
∣∣[0,T ] ⊗ D jxu(t). (67)
This identity follows by observing that [1]
〈
D jt,xu, ei
〉= L1∣∣[0,T ] ⊗LN−1∣∣(RN )i ⊗ D juei(t,y),
D jxu(t) =
N∑
i=1
〈
D jxu(t), ei
〉
ei =
N∑
i=1
LN−1
∣∣
(RN )i
⊗ D ju(t)eiy ,
u(t)eiy = uei(t,y).
Since D jt,xu = [u]νHNJu and D
j
xu(t) = [u(t)]ν Ju(t)HN−1Ju(t) we may write (67) as
[u]νxHN
∣∣
Ju
= [u(t)]ν Ju(t)HN−1∣∣ Ju(t) dt.
(iii) Let us prove that for L1-almost any t > 0 we have Ju ∩ [t] = Ju(t) HN−1-a.e. By taking a
Borel representative of u we have that the set {(t, x): x ∈ Ju(t) \ Ju[t]} = {(t, x): x ∈ Ju(t)} \ Ju is Borel
measurable [1, Propositions 3.64 and 3.69]. As above, let Q := {t: HN−1( Ju(t) \ Ju[t]) > 0}, which is
measurable, and assume that L1(Q ) > 0. Let
S := {(t, x): t ∈ Q , x ∈ Ju(t) \ Ju[t]}.
Then ∫
[u]|νx|dHN
∣∣
Ju
= 0,
S
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S
[
u(t)
]∣∣ν Ju(t) ∣∣dHN−1∣∣ Ju(t) dt > 0,
contradicting (ii). Now, if Q ′ := {t: HN−1( Ju[t] \ Ju(t)) > 0}, which is measurable, is such that
L1(Q ′) > 0, we deﬁne
S ′ := {(t, x): t ∈ Q ′, x ∈ Ju[t] \ Ju(t)}.
By (ii) and the deﬁnition of S ′ we have
∫
S ′
[u]|νx|dHN
∣∣
Ju
=
∫
S ′
[
u(t)
]∣∣ν Ju(t) ∣∣dHN−1∣∣ Ju(t) dt = 0.
By the coarea formula [1] and the deﬁnition of S ′ we have
∫
S ′
[u]|νx|dHN
∣∣
Ju
=
∫
S ′
[u]dHN−1∣∣ Ju[t] dt > 0.
This contradiction proves (iii).
(iv) Now, let B be a Borel subset of Ju . Without loss of generality, we may assume that B ⊆ ∂∗D
for some set D of ﬁnite perimeter in [0,∞) ×RN . Let us denote B[t] := B ∩ ({t} ×RN ). Using (iii) we
have
B[t] = B ∩ Ju ∩
({t} ×RN)= B ∩ Ju(t).
Hence
B[t] ⊆ ∂∗D[t] ∩ Ju(t),
and we conclude that for L1-a.e. t > 0 we have νD[t] = ν Ju(t) HN−1-a.e. on B[t]. Using this and (66)
we have
∫
B
νx dHN =
T∫
0
∫
B∩ Ju(t)
νD[t] dHN−1 dt =
T∫
0
∫
B∩ Ju(t)
ν Ju(t) dHN−1 dt
and (iv) is proved.
(v) Combining (ii) and (iv) we obtain (v). 
Lemma 6.2. Let D1, D2 ⊆ RN be two open sets with Lipschitz boundary and let η ∈ L∞(RN ,RN ) be such
that divη is a Radon measure in RN . If A ⊆ ∂∗D1 ∩ ∂∗D2 is a Borel set and νD1 = νD2 a.e. on A, then
[η · νD1 ] = [η · νD2 ] HN−1-a.e. on A.
Notice that in this case ∂∗Di = ∂Di , i = 1,2.
Proof. Since D1, D2 are open sets, A ⊆ ∂(D1 ∩ D2), and by replacing D1 by D1 ∩ D2 we may assume
that D1 ⊆ D2. Let φ ∈ W 1,1(RN ) with support in D1. Then
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∫
D1
η · ∇φ dx+
∫
∂D1
[
η · νD1]φ dHN−1
=
∫
D1
divηφ dx =
∫
D2
divηφ dx−
∫
D2
η · ∇φ dx+
∫
∂D2
[
η · νD2]φ dHN−1.
Since
∫
D1
η · ∇φ dx = ∫D2 η · ∇φ dx, we deduce the result. 
Lemma 6.2 permits to deﬁne the normal trace of a vector ﬁeld η satisfying the assumptions in the
lemma.
Deﬁnition 6.3. Let B be an (N − 1)-rectiﬁable Borel set oriented by the normal νB (thus, it may be
covered by the boundaries of open sets with Lipschitz boundary). Let η ∈ L∞(RN ,RN ) be such that
divη is a Radon measure in RN . We deﬁne [η ·νB ] as the trace [η ·νD ] for any open set with Lipschitz
boundary D such that B ⊆ ∂D and νB = νD .
We have just written νB = νD in order to ﬁx one of the two choices of the normal.
Lemma 6.4. Let u ∈ BV loc((0, T ) ×RN) and let z ∈ L∞([0, T ] ×RN ,RN ) be such that ut = div z. Then
HN((t, x) ∈ Ju: νx(t, x) = 0)= 0.
Proof. Assume that A is a Borel set contained in {(t, x) ∈ Ju: νx(t, x) = 0}. Without loss of generality,
we may assume that A ⊆ ∂∗D where D is a set of ﬁnite perimeter in RN+1 and νD = ν . By integrating
on D the equation ut = div z, we deduce that
[u]eiνDt HN
∣∣
∂∗D =
[[
z · νD[t]]]eiHN−1∣∣∂∗D[t] dt,
where [w]ei denotes the difference of the outer and inner traces of w . By our conventions, if we
restrict this measure to A we may write
[u]νtHN
∣∣
A =
[[
z · νD[t]]]eiHN−1∣∣ Ju(t)∩A dt,
since for almost any t > 0 we have ∂∗D[t] ∩ A = Ju(t) ∩ A.
Now, notice that by deﬁnition of A and Lemma 6.1(iv), we have
∫
A
dHN−1
∣∣
Ju(t)
dt =
∫
A
|νx|dHN
∣∣
Ju
= 0.
Then since |νt | = 1 on A and [[z · νD[t]]]ei is bounded, we have∫
A
[u]dHN ∣∣ Ju =
∫
A
∣∣[[z · νD[t]]]ei∣∣dHN−1∣∣ Ju(t) dt = 0.
Then HN (A) = 0 since [u] > 0 HN -a.e. on A. 
Deﬁnition 6.5. Let u ∈ BV loc((0, T ) ×RN ) and let z ∈ L∞([0, T ] ×RN ,RN) be such that ut = div z. We
deﬁne the speed of the discontinuity set of u as v(t, x) = νt (t,x)|ν (t,x)| HN -a.e. on Ju .x
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Lemma 6.6. Let u ∈ BV loc((0, T ) ×RN ) and let z ∈ L∞([0, T ] ×RN ,RN ) be such that ut = div z. Then
νtHN
∣∣
Ju
= vHN−1∣∣ Ju(t) dt.
Lemma 6.7. Let z ∈ L∞([0, T ] ×RN ,RN ) be such that div z is a Radon measure in [τ , T ] ×RN for any τ > 0
and div z(t) is a Radon measure for L1-almost any t > 0. Let D ⊆ [0,∞) × RN be a bounded open set with
Lipschitz boundary. Then[[
(0, z) · νD]]eiHN ∣∣∂∗D = [[z · νD[t]]]eiHN−1∣∣∂∗D[t] dt,
where [[(0, z) · νD ]]ei = −[(0, z) · νDc ] − [(0, z) · νD ] on ∂∗D and [[z · νD[t]]]ei = −[z · νD[t]c ] − [z · νD[t]]
on ∂∗D[t], for any t > 0 where the trace is deﬁned.
We denoted Dc = [0,∞) ×RN \ D , D[t]c :=RN \ D[t].
Proof. Let φ be a smooth test function with compact support in Q := (0,∞) ×RN . Observe that
∫
Q
div zφ = −
∫
Q
z · ∇φ dxdt = −
∞∫
0
∫
RN
z · ∇φ dxdt =
∞∫
0
∫
RN
div z(t)φ(t)dt,
i.e.,
div z= div z(t)dt. (68)
We have∫
Q
div zφ = −
∫
Q
z · ∇φ dxdt = −
∫
D
z · ∇φ dxdt −
∫
Dc
z · ∇φ dxdt
=
∫
D
div zφ dt −
∫
∂∗D
[
(0, z) · νD]φ dHN + ∫
Dc
div zφ dt −
∫
∂∗Dc
[
(0, z) · νDc ]φ dHN .
On the other hand
−
∫
D
z · ∇φ dxdt −
∫
Dc
z · ∇φ dxdt = −
T∫
0
∫
D[t]
z · ∇φ dxdt −
T∫
0
∫
D[t]c
z · ∇φ dxdt
=
T∫
0
∫
D[t]
div z(t)φ(t)dt −
T∫
0
∫
∂∗D[t]
[
z · νD[t]]φ dHN−1 dt
+
T∫
0
∫
D[t]c
div z(t)φ(t)dt −
T∫
0
∫
∂∗D[t]c
[
z · νD[t]c ]φ dHN−1 dt.
Using (68), the lemma follows. 
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L1-almost any t > 0 we have[
u(t)
]
(x)v(t, x) = [[z · ν Ju(t)]]+− HN−1-a.e. in Ju(t), (69)
where [[z · ν Ju(t) ]]+− denotes the difference of traces from both sides of Ju(t) .
We call outer side the side of Ju(t) where ν Ju(t) is pointing to. Thus the outer trace is u(t) = u(t)+ .
Notice that with this notation, the Rankine–Hugoniot condition is expressed in an invariant way.
Proof. Let B ⊆ Ju be any Borel set and let D ⊆ [0,∞)×RN be any open set with Lipschitz boundary.
Without loss of generality we may assume that B ⊆ ∂∗D and νD = ν . As in the proof of Lemma 6.4
we have
[u]νtHN
∣∣
B =
[[
z · νD[t]]]eiHN−1∣∣ Ju(t)∩B dt (70)
since for almost any t > 0 we have ∂∗D[t] ∩ B = Ju(t) ∩ B . By Deﬁnition 6.3, for almost any t > 0 we
may write [z · ν Ju(t) ] = [z · νD[t]] HN−1-a.e. on Ju(t) ∩ B . Hence, we may write
[u]νtHN
∣∣
B =
[[
z · ν Ju(t)]]+−HN−1∣∣ Ju(t)∩B dt. (71)
By Lemma 6.6 we have
[u]νtHN
∣∣
Ju
= [u]vHN−1∣∣ Ju(t) dt,
and we obtain
[u]vHN−1∣∣ Ju(t)∩B dt = [[z · ν Ju(t)]]+−HN−1∣∣ Ju(t)∩B dt. (72)
The lemma follows using Lemma 6.1(v). 
7. Analysis of the entropy conditions
In this section we assume that u ∈ C([0, T ]; L1(RN )) is an entropy solution of (44) with u(0) = u0 ∈
(L1(RN ) ∩ L∞(RN ))+ . We assume that u ∈ BV loc((0, T ) × RN). By Proposition 4.2 and our comment
after Theorem 3.3, this holds in particular if u0 ∈ BV(RN ). We assume this for simplicity, although the
more general case where Ta,b(u) − a ∈ L1w((0, T ),BV(RN )) for any 0 < a < b can be treated along the
lines below and using the results in [1] for GBV functions.
Our purpose (see Proposition 7.1) is to express the notion of entropy solution of (44) as a set of
inequalities that permit to give a more geometric interpretation on the jump set. Informally, one can
say that jump discontinuities are fronts with a vertical contact angle moving at the speed given by
Rankine–Hugoniot condition. This will be proved in Proposition 8.1.
Let us also notice that the arguments below could be applied to the general case (31) once we
know that u ∈ BV loc((0, T ) ×RN ), a fact that we only know for (44).
Since u is an entropy solution, we have∫
Q T
hS
(
u, DT (u)
)
φ +
∫
Q T
hT
(
u, DS(u)
)
φ

∫
Q
J T S(u)φt −
T∫
0
∫
N
z(t, x) · ∇φ(t)T (u(t))S(u(t))dxdt, (73)
T R
3342 V. Caselles / J. Differential Equations 250 (2011) 3311–3348for any φ ∈ D((0, T )×RN ), φ  0, and any (T , S) ∈ T SUB∪T SUPER. As usual, we denote z(t, x) =
a(u(t, x),∇u(t, x)).
Since ut = div z, by Proposition 4.2 we have that div z is a Radon measure in [τ , T ] ×RN for any
τ > 0 and div z(t) is a Radon measure in RN for any t > 0.
If w ∈ BV((0, T )×RN ), or in BV(RN ), and μ is a Radon measure absolutely continuous with respect
to |Dw|, we denote by μac,μc,μ j the absolutely continuous parts of μ with respect to |Dacw|,
|Dcw|, |D jw|, respectively.
Proposition 7.1. Let u ∈ C([0, T ]; L1(RN )) ∩ BV loc((0, T ) × RN ). Assume that ut = div z in D′(Q T ) where
z = a(u,∇u). Then u is an entropy solution of (44) if and only if for any (T , S) ∈ T SUB (for any (T , S) ∈
T SUB ∪ T SUPER) we have
hS
(
u, DT (u)
)c + hT (u, DS(u))c  (z(t, x) · D(T (u)S(u)))c (74)
and for L1-almost any t > 0 the inequality
[
STϕ
(
u(t)
)]
+− −
[
J T Sϕ′
(
u(t)
)]
+−
−v[ J T S(u(t))]+− + [[z(t) · ν Ju(t)]T (u(t))S(u(t))]+− (75)
holds HN−1-a.e. on Ju(t) .
Proof. We shall restrict ourselves to the case where (T , S) ∈ T SUB. Recall that we denote by u˜ and
u∗ the continuous and canonical representatives of u, respectively. Let us ﬁrst observe that, since
−
∫
Q T
T (u)S(u)z · ∇φ =
∫
Q T
div
(
zT (u)S(u)
)
φ ∀φ ∈ D((0, T ) ×RN),
(73) is equivalent to
hS
(
u, DT (u)
)+ hT (u, DS(u))−( J T S(u(t)))t + div(zT (u)S(u)). (76)
Since all terms are Radon measures which are dominated by |Dt,xu|, (76) is in turn equivalent to
the same inequalities for the absolutely continuous, the Cantor and the jump parts of the measures
involved. To extract the absolutely continuous and Cantor parts it would suﬃce to integrate out of
Ju to obtain (74) but this would require to assume that Ju is closed. We proceed in a different way
which will facilitate the proof of the equivalence part.
Before taking the ac and Cantor parts, observe that
−( J T S(u(t)))t + div(zT (u)S(u))
= −T (u˜)S(u˜)(ut)ac+c −
(
J T S
(
u(t)
)) j
t + div
(
zT (u)S(u)
)
= −T (u˜)S(u˜)(ut)ac+c −
(
J T S
(
u(t)
)) j
t + div zT
(
u∗
)
S
(
u∗
)+ z · D(T (u)S(u))
= (div z− (ut)ac+c)T (u∗)S(u∗)− ( J T S(u(t))) jt + z · D(T (u)S(u))
= (div z) j T (u∗)S(u∗)− ( J T S(u(t))) jt + z · D(T (u)S(u)).
Then (76) is equivalent to
hS
(
u, DT (u)
)ac+c + hT (u, DS(u))ac+c  (z · D(T (u)S(u)))ac+c, (77)
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hS
(
u, DT (u)
) j + hT (u, DS(u)) j −( J T S(u(t))) jt + (div(zT (u)S(u))) j. (78)
Since hS(u, DT (u))ac + hT (u, DS(u))ac = (z · D(T (u)S(u)))ac = z · ∇(T (u)S(u)), then (77) is equivalent
to
hS
(
u, DT (u)
)c + hT (u, DS(u))c  (z · D(T (u)S(u)))c. (79)
Let us extract the jump part of each term in (76). For that, observe that using Lemma 6.6 we have
(
J T S(u)
) j
t =
[
J T S(u)
]
+−νt dHN
∣∣
Ju
= [ J T S(u)]+−vHN−1∣∣ Ju(t) dt.
Now, by Lemma 5.4,
div
(
zT (u)S(u)
)= z · D(T (u)S(u))+ T (u∗)S(u∗)div z
= z · D(T (u)S(u))+ T (u∗)S(u∗)ut
is a Radon measure whose jump part is supported in Ju . By Lemma 5.6 and the results of last section
(see the proof of Lemma 6.7), we have
(
div
(
zT (u)S(u)
)) j = [[T (u)S(u)z · ν Ju(t)]]+−HN−1∣∣ Ju(t)∩B dt
= [T (u)S(u)[z · ν Ju(t)]]+−HN−1∣∣ Ju(t)∩B dt.
As in the proof of Proposition 1 in [4], we get
(
hS
(
u(t), DT
(
u(t)
))) j = ∣∣D j J SϕT ′(u(t))∣∣= [ J SϕT ′(u(t))]+−HN−1∣∣ Ju(t) dt (80)
and
(
hT
(
u(t), DS
(
u(t)
))) j = ∣∣D j J TϕS ′(u(t))∣∣= [ J TϕS ′(u(t))]+−HN−1∣∣ Ju(t) dt. (81)
Thus, we get
(
hS
(
u(t), DT
(
u(t)
))) j + (hT (u(t), DS(u(t)))) j
= ([ J SϕT ′(u(t))]+− + [ J TϕS ′(u(t))]+−)HN−1∣∣ Ju(t) dt
= ([STϕ(u(t))]+− − [ J T Sϕ′(u(t))]+−)HN−1∣∣ Ju(t) dt.
Combining the jump parts of all terms we obtain that (78) is equivalent to (75). 
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contact angle
Together with Proposition 7.1, next proposition is the main result of the paper.
Proposition 8.1. Let u ∈ C([0, T ]; L1(RN )) be the entropy solution of (44) with u(0) = u0 ∈ (L1(RN ) ∩
L∞(RN ))+ ∩ BV(RN ). If m = 1 we assume that u ∈ BV loc((0, T ) × RN ). Then the entropy conditions (75)
hold if and only if
[
z · ν Ju(t)]+ = (u+)m and [z · ν Ju(t)]− = (u−)m. (82)
Moreover the velocity of the discontinuity fronts is
v = (u
+)m − (u−)m
u+ − u− . (83)
In case m = 1, we have v = 1.
Observe that, by Proposition 4.2(ii), when m > 1 we have u ∈ BV loc((0, T ) × RN ) for any u0 ∈
(L1(RN ) ∩ L∞(RN ))+ ∩ BV(RN ). When m = 1, Lemma 4.1 gives suﬃcient conditions implying that
u ∈ BV loc((0, T ) ×RN ) (see Proposition 4.2).
Under some additional assumptions we may derive from (82) a vertical contact angle condition.
For that we assume that for HN -almost all x ∈ Ju there is a ball Bx centered at x such that either
(a) u|Bx  α > 0 or (b) Ju ∩ Bx is the graph of a Lipschitz function with Bx \ Ju = B1x ∪ B2x where
B1x , B
2
x are open and connected and u  α > 0 in B1x while the trace of u on Ju ∩ ∂B2x computed from
B2x is zero.
In both cases, by Lemma 5.6, we have
[
ξ · ν Ju(t)]+ = 1 on Ju ∩ B(x, r).
If (a) holds we also have
[
ξ · ν Ju(t)]− = 1 on Ju ∩ B(x, r).
Proof of Proposition 8.1. Recall that we have written the entropy conditions as: for any (S, T ) ∈
T SUB ∪ T SUPER and for L1-almost any t > 0 the inequality
[
STϕ
(
u(t)
)]
+− −
[
J T Sϕ′
(
u(t)
)]
+−
−v[ J T S(u(t))]+− + [[z(t) · ν Ju(t)]T (u(t))S(u(t))]+− (84)
holds HN−1-a.e. on Ju(t) .
Recall that, by Proposition 6.8, the Rankine–Hugoniot conditions are
v[u]+− =
[[
z · ν Ju(t)]]+−,
where z= a(u,∇u) = ϕ(u)ξ and ϕ(u) = um , m 1.
Let ε > 0 be such that u− < u+ − ε < u+ and let us choose (S, T ) ∈ T SUB so that S(r)T (r) =
(r − (u+ − ε))+ . Then a simple computation shows that
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STϕ
(
u(t)
)]
+− =
(
u+
)m
ε,[
J T Sϕ′
(
u(t)
)]
+− =
m
2
(
u+
)m−1
ε2 + O (ε3),
[
J T S
(
u(t)
)]
+− =
ε2
2
,[[
z(t) · ν Ju(t)]T (u(t))S(u(t))]+− = ε[z(t) · ν Ju(t)]+,
where O (ε3) is an expression such that |O (ε3)| Cε3 for some C > 0. Then the entropy condition is
written as
ε
((
u+
)m − [z · ν Ju(t)]+) m2
(
u+
)m−1
ε2 − ε
2
2
v + O (ε3). (85)
This represents a contradiction unless
[
z · ν Ju(t)]+ = (u+)m.
In a similar way, we take T = 1 and S(r) = −1 if r  u− , S(r) = r − (u− + ε) if r ∈ [u−,u− + ε],
S(r) = 0 if r  u− + ε. In this case, (S, T ) ∈ T SUPER. Proceeding in the same way we have
[
STϕ
(
u(t)
)]
+− =
(
u−
)m
ε,[
J T Sϕ′
(
u(t)
)]
+− = −
m
2
(
u−
)m−1
ε2 + O (ε3),
[
J T S
(
u(t)
)]
+− = −
ε2
2
,[[
z(t) · ν Ju(t)]T (u(t))S(u(t))]+− = ε[z · ν Ju(t)]−.
Thus the entropy condition is written as
ε
((
u−
)m − [z · ν Ju(t)]−)−m2
(
u−
)m−1
ε2 + v ε
2
2
+ O (ε3). (86)
This represents a contradiction unless
[
z · ν Ju(t)]− = (u−)m.
Using the Rankine–Hugoniot condition given in Proposition 6.8, the speed of the front is
v = [z · ν
Ju(t) ]+ − [z · ν Ju(t) ]−
u+ − u− =
(u+)m − (u−)m
u+ − u− .
We have proved (83).
Conversely, assume that (82) holds. Then [[z(t) · ν Ju(t) ]T (u(t))S(u(t))]+− = [STϕ(u(t))]+− and we
may write the entropy conditions (84) as
(u+)m − (u−)m
u+ − u−
[
J T S
(
u(t)
)]
+− 
[
J T Sϕ′
(
u(t)
)]
+−. (87)
Let us prove that (87) hold for any (T , S) ∈ T SUB ∪ T SUPER.
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with p(0) = 0. Then it suﬃces to prove that (87) holds for the functions p(r) = χ(d,∞)(r) since the
closed convex cone generated by those functions contains all non-negative non-decreasing functions
with p(0) = 0.
Assume that u− > 0. If d u− , then [ J p(u(t))]+− = [u]+− and [ J pϕ′(u(t))]+− = [um]+− . Then (87)
holds. If u− < d  u+ , then [ J p(u(t))]+− = u+ − d and [ J pϕ′(u(t))]+− = (u+)m − dm . Then we may
write (87) as
(u+)m − (u−)m
u+ − u− 
(u+)m − dm
u+ − d
and this holds because the convexity of r ∈ [0,∞) → rm , m 1. If d > (u+)m , then [ J p(u(t))]+− = 0,
[ J pϕ′(u(t))]+− = 0 and (87) holds.
If u− = 0 then we may consider d 0 and prove as above that (87) holds.
Let us observe that if (T , S) ∈ T SUPER, then p = T S is a non-positive and non-decreasing func-
tion. Then it suﬃces to prove that (87) holds for the functions p(r) = c+c′χ(d,∞)(r), c  0, 0 c′  |c|,
since the closed convex cone generated by those functions contains all non-positive non-decreasing
functions.
Assume that u− > 0. If d  u− , then [ J p(u(t))]+− = (c + c′)[u]+− and [ J pϕ′(u(t))]+− =
(c + c′)[um]+− . Then (87) holds. If u− < d  u+ , then [ J p(u(t))]+− = c[u]+− + c′(u+ − d) and
[ J pϕ′(u(t))]+− = c[um]+− + c′((u+)m − dm). Then we may write (87) as
(u+)m − (u−)m
u+ − u−
(
c[u]+− + c′
(
u+ − d)) c[um]+− + c′((u+)m − dm),
which, since c′  0, is implied by
(u+)m − (u−)m
u+ − u− 
((u+)m − dm)
u+ − d ,
which in turn holds because of the convexity of r ∈ [0,∞) → rm , m  1. If d > (u+)m , then
[ J p(u(t))]+− = c[u]+− and [ J pϕ′ (u(t))]+− = c[um]+− and (87) holds.
If u− = 0 then we may consider d 0 and as above prove that (87) holds. 
Remark 8.2. Let us describe the more regular case where Ju(t) = ∂Ω(t) and Ω(t) is an open bounded
set with Lipschitz boundary. In case that u+ is the inner trace and u− > 0 is the outer trace, we have
ν Ju(t) = −νΩ(t) and we may write that[
ξ, νΩ(t)
]
+ = −1,
[
ξ, νΩ(t)
]
− = −1.
If u+ is the outer trace and u− > 0 is the inner trace, we have ν Ju(t) = νΩ(t) and we may write that[
ξ, νΩ(t)
]
+ = 1,
[
ξ, νΩ(t)
]
− = 1.
Remark 8.3. Assuming that u− > 0 we have from (85)
(u+)m − (u−)m−
u+ − u− m
(
u+
)m−1
.
Similarly in case that (86) holds, we have
m
(
u−
)m−1  (u+)m − (u−)m−
u+ − u− .
Both conditions are trivially satisﬁed since m 1 and r ∈ [0,∞) → rm is convex.
V. Caselles / J. Differential Equations 250 (2011) 3311–3348 3347Remark 8.4. Numerical algorithms for the solution of (44) have been proposed in [8,35]. In both cases,
the results obtained reﬂect the properties described in Proposition 8.1.
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